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Freedom House notes
in its 2001 country
report that: “After a
series of false starts,
and having paid a
high price in human
suffering, Bulgaria
has transformed into a
stable multiparty
democracy with a
functioning
parliament, a high
degree of transparency
and a vibrant civil
society.”

THE DEMOCRATIC PROCESS OF
BULGARIA

INTRODUCTION

The Balkan peninsula has traditionally been a region of weak yet
swaggering states that suffer from fragile civil societies, inter-ethnic

strife, official corruption and feeble rule of law. Outsiders and locals are
tempted to put the blame on “too much history” and there is some degree
of truth in this.

At the same time, not all Balkan countries behave in “Balkan” ways all
the time. Increasingly, societies and their government establishments make
choices that break away from the constraints of
“history” and move toward a more modern
way of life. Bulgaria has provided one of the
clearest examples of this new kind of decision
making, despite the fact that it has the second
longest history as a state (after Greece), hav-
ing been recognized as a sovereign subject in
international relations since AD 681.

Freedom House notes in its 2001 country
report that: “After a series of false starts, and
having paid a high price in human suffering,
Bulgaria has transformed into a stable multi-
party democracy with a functioning parlia-
ment, a high degree of transparency and a
vibrant civil society.”

Bulgaria stands alone in the post-commu-
nist world as the only country to have had,
for most of the period since 1989, a classical
two-party system, following the no less classi-
cal left-right divide. The Union of Democratic
Forces (UDF) was established at the end of 1989 and is symbolized by the
color blue. The UDF is situated at the center-right of the political spec-
trum and has been the motor of democratic and economic reforms in post-
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communist Bulgaria. The Bulgarian Socialist Party (BSP), established in
the spring of 1990 as the heir to the old Communist Party, is the giant to
the left of the political spectrum. The BSP uses red as its symbolic color
and the usual Socialist rose as its main logo. The two parties have taken
successive turns in government several times since the first democratic elec-
tions of June 1990.

Bulgaria is also markedly different from other Balkan countries in the
way that ethnic issues have played out since 1989. Ethnic problems have
not resulted in the birth of extreme nationalist or xenophobic political
parties or movements. The majority of the country’s Muslim population
(estimated at up to 13 percent of the total population), including the Turk-
ish minority feel adequately represented by the Movement for Rights and
Freedoms (MRF). The MRF is an organization headed since its establish-
ment in 1990 by a former political prisoner of the communist regime, the
philosopher Ahmed Dogan. In 1991-1992, the MRF was a coalition part-
ner in the UDF’s majority government. The coalition government in pow-
er from 1993-1994 was formed on the MRF ticket, and today the MRF is
again a coalition partner and holds ministerial posts in the government
formed as the result of the elections of June 2001.

A major contributor to Bulgaria’s democratic determination has been
the self-confident, experienced and influential non-governmental sector.
Since 1990 this sector has acted as a powerful guarantee against the aban-
donment of reform agendas, and it has been helping governments and
parliaments move forward in the drive to modernization. Issues relating to
freedom of speech and plurality of independent media were resolved for
the most part as early as 1990-91, with residual problems remaining only in
regard to the state-owned radio and television channels. By 1994 there
were 54 daily and 323 weekly independent newspapers being published, and
independent radio and TV stations began taking off in 1992. Since then, a
dense network of independent press, TV and radio stations has maintained
pluralism and critical debate, keeping the public both informed about and
involved in decision-making.

After some initial vacillation, by 1996-7 the public had overcome its
generations-long fascination with Russia and made a firm choice in favor
of membership  in both the European Union and NATO.  This helped to
secure Bulgaria (and most of the Eastern Balkans) against explosive insta-
bility and thereby helped contain trouble within the Western area of the
Balkans.

Above all, Bulgaria has managed to remain true to its distinctive origins
in modern times (18th-19th century) and to maintain its identity as a political
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nation,  not an ethnic one.  In other  words,  membership  in the Bulgarian
nation is defined by citizenship,  rather  than by ethnicity,  religion or  “blood.”
Embodied in Bulgaria’s democratic Constitution of 1991, this political con-
cept of nationhood has kept Bulgarians away from post-communist tempta-
tions, such as territorial demands on neighbors and internal strife based on
ethnicity or issues of minority rights. It has also provided the basis for rapid
progress in terms of democracy, stability and – more recently – develop-
ment. In February 1999 the National Assembly adopted the Framework Con-
vention for the Protection of National Minorities of the Council of Europe.

On 17 February 1997, the caretaker Government of Stefan Sofiyanski,
appointed by President Stoyanov and implementing his policy agenda,
took the historic decision to proclaim the will of Bulgaria to become full
member of the North Atlantic Alliance and to be considered among the
countries ready to be invited for accession negotiations. The decision built
upon the 1993 Declaration of the National Assembly and the strong public
support for President Stoyanov, and also enjoyed the firm support of the
UDF, which was heading towards a clear victory in the forthcoming par-
liamentary elections.

In the spring and summer of 1999 Bulgaria’s government and legislature
cooperated closely with the international community over the crisis in
Kosovo. In the autumn of 2001, Bulgaria took on all the responsibilities
arising out of Article 5 of the North Atlantic Treaty and, in the words of
President Petar Stoyanov, began “behaving as a full member of NATO”
in the international coalition against terrorism.

International recognition came with the EU’s inclusion of Bulgaria in
the “Helsinki group” of EU accession countries at the end of 1999. A few
months later, visa requirements on Bulgarians were removed and Bulgaria
was included in the visa-free “Schengen space” of EU member countries.

BULGARIAN SOCIETY AT THE OPENING

OF THE 21ST CENTURY

The European Commission’s 1999 Regular Report on Bulgaria’s progress
towards accession declared that, “Bulgaria fulfills the Copenhagen politi-
cal criteria.” These criteria  stipulate that EU accession is open only to
countries that have achieved “stability of institutions guaranteeing democ-
racy, the rule of law, human rights and respect for and the protection of
minorities.” The 2000 Regular Report notes that Bulgaria has been “a
major supporter of EU policy in this region (Southeast Europe) and an
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active participant in the Stability Pact,” and is successfully “building broad
political support for  Bulgaria’s membership  of NATO”.  The Freedom
Forum’s Annual Survey of Freedom has ranked Bulgaria as “Free” since
1991 (and, in the field of media, since 1990), with current scores similar
to those of NATO member Poland for the late 1990s and of Portugal for
the early 1980s.

Being, in modern times, above all a political nation, Bulgaria has
always started periods of major change of direction with Constitution-build-
ing. It did so immediately after its liberation from the Ottoman Empire in
1879 and again in 1991, following liberation from its own communist re-
gime. Both in 1879 and 1991 Western European constitutional models
were used as blueprints.

The constitutional settlement of 1991 constructed a parliamentary re-
public based on clear division of powers and strong checks and balances,
with supreme power residing with the legislature. The executive – the
Council of Ministers – is appointed by the legislature, following the Pres-
ident’s (head of state) “handing of the mandate to form a government,” to
the individual nominated by the National Assembly to form a government.
In most cases this is the leader of the largest party in the legislature. There
are provisions for minority rule in the case of loss or change of majority
within the four-year term of a National Assembly. This system has been
repeatedly tested – sometimes heavily – since its inception, and has held
fast. All changes of government have been strictly in accordance with the
Constitution.

The President is a non-partisan head of state and commander-in-chief
of the armed forces. He/she is the “embodiment of the nation” and his/
hers leading representative in the field of international relations. While the
President’s executive prerogatives are rather weak, office holders since the
first direct elections for head of state (1992) have managed to acquire
considerable moral authority and thereby to gain real influence over gov-
ernments and parliaments. In times of acute political crises and stand-offs,
such as the one at the beginning of 1997, the President has proven to be a
figure capable of bringing everyone around the table and arriving at a nego-
tiated and constitutionally sound solution.

The legislature is counter-balanced not only by the independent judicia-
ry (which in Bulgaria includes the public prosecutor’s office), but also by
a Constitutional Court, which has the power to overturn legislation if that
is judged unconstitutional. All parliaments since the Court’s inception (1992)
have found that they cannot circumnavigate this barrier. The Constitution-
al Court itself consists of 12 members, appointed in equal quotas by, first,
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the National Assembly, second, the President, and third, a joint meeting
of the Supreme Court of Appeal and the Supreme Administrative Court.
Each Constitutional judge serves one nine-year term, with one-third of
the Court being replaced every three years. The President also has delaying
veto over parliamentary acts.

The work of the legislature – the National Assembly – is open to the
public. Committee deliberations are open, the media have access to both
committees and plenary sessions, draft legislation is presented on the As-
sembly’s Internet site and in the media, and important sessions – including
every Friday’s “question time” – are broadcast live on national radio and
national television. Since 1997 parliamentary committees have increasingly
drafted legislation in partnership  with independent professional experts and
non-governmental organizations (NGOs).

As after 1997 the legislature and the executive fell rapidly into line with
EU practices, laws and directives. At the same time, the judiciary lagged
behind. International institutions, both EU-related institutions and others
like the World Bank, have been drawing attention to the need to upgrade
and modernize the judicial branch of government. A debate has been going
on since 1999 on the problems of the Bulgarian judiciary, on matters as the
place of the prosecution (whether it should stay in the judiciary or be
moved over to the executive, which would require a change in the Consti-
tution), funding, and training. Since 2000, a School for Magistrates,
registered as an NGO and funded by non-governmental sources, has been
tackling issues of training of members of the judiciary. Such forms of NGO-
government cooperation have become a characteristic feature of Bulgarian
politics since the late 1990s, and have spread to many disparate fields. The
government cooperates with NGOs on projects dealing with micro-lending
to small businesses, problems of the disabled, education, relations be-
tween local government and citizens (e.g. the NGO-led establishment of
municipal and region-wide mediators – the Ombudsmen),  ethnic and mi-
nority problems, environmental issues, and, increasingly, issues of sus-
tainable local development.1

Bulgaria’s executive branch – the government, officially known as the
Council of Ministers – usually last about two years. The only executive to
have lasted through its full four-year term was the energetic reforming
government of the UDF, which was in power from 1997-2001. Headed by

1 See: Civil Society and Sustainable Development: Non-Governmental Organizations
and Development in the New Century (Sofia: Center for Social Practices & USAID,
2001), Ch. 2.
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a tough and unyielding reformist leader, the economist (and Financial
Minister in the 1991-92 government) Ivan Kostov, this executive was the
one that brought about what the World Bank’s 2001 report2 called a “re-
markable turnaround.” This government has brought Bulgaria out of the
economic disasters of the mid-1990s and directly into line for EU and
NATO membership.

Since the beginning of what used to be known as “The Transition,”
Bulgaria’s political system has been dominated by the UDF (to the Right)
and the BSP (to the Left). The BSP has won elections and formed govern-
ments twice (1990 and 1994), as has the UDF (1991 and 1997). This is the
only case in post-communist Europe in which a classical two-party system
situated on the classical Left-Right continuum has existed without a break
and in which the same two parties, under the same names, have been the
leading actors.

During the peak of the two-party system (second half of the 1990s), the
core supporters of these two major parties together constituted half of the
adult population of the country. In 1996-7, however, when the majority
of the public came down decisively in favor of the agenda traditionally
upheld by the UDF – free market economy,  democracy,  membership  in
the EU and NATO – the foundations of the two-party system weakened.
This process was quantifiable as early as 1999. The problem was that the
Left pole, the BSP, had not managed since 1990 to come up with a
convincing vision, mission and alternative to the agenda carried by the
UDF. As a result, with the shift in the public’s mood, the BSP’s influ-
ence collapsed and failed to recover. This hit the UDF as well, because its
own policies had become accepted public wisdom, whereas the challenge
from the Left was removed. The public’s gaze shifted away from the “Blue-
Red” fight. The question of “What has to be done?” was replaced by the
question: “How are the politicians doing what has to be done?” This kind of
scrutiny brought up issues relating to corruption, accountability, transpar-
ency and so forth – problems which had remained more or less submerged
during the decade when the clash between the two major parties was the
content and essence of politics and government. With the arrival of these
new issues, the prestige of both UDF and BSP politicians plummeted and
in the 1999 municipal elections the “Blues” and “Reds” taken together
polled one-third of the votes cast. This outcome was repeated in the 2001
parliamentary elections.

The UDF is a full member of the European People’s Party, which

2 Country Economic Memorandum, February 23, 2001, iv.
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groups Europe’s Christian-Democratic and Conservative parties. The BSP,
in contrast, has consistently failed to gain acceptance into its international
counterpart organization, the Socialist International, which judges the BSP
insufficiently de-communized in spite of the party’s conversion in 2000 to
the cause of Bulgaria’s full membership  in NATO.

The MRF – the political representative of the Turkish (and other Mus-
lim) minorities – usually acts as a balance, and was pivotal to the con-
struction of majorities in the parliaments of 1991-1994 and 2001. In terms
of mainstream politics, the MRF has chosen a Liberal profile and is affi-
liated with the Liberal International. In 1991-2 and again in 2001, the
MRF was a full coalition partner, and in 1993-4 even managed to form a
government on its own “mandate” when the UDF’s 1991 majority fell apart
and constitutional provisions for minority governments came into play.
Since its inception in 1990, the MRF has been widely recognized as a force
for  stability in the nationwide and regional context.  The party’s leadership
has kept firmly to the constitutional settlement of 1991 and to the political
nature of the Bulgarian state. It has not encouraged radical demands for
collective rights – the Constitution explicitly places an emphasis on indi-
vidual rights and freedoms – and on several occasions the MRF has de-
fused attempts by minority circles to launch radical ethno-centrist agendas.
The massive influx in 2001 of ethnic Turks and MRF representatives into
senior levels of government has not led to any tensions with the Bulgarian
Christian majority. With this, the political cycle of integration of the big-
gest minority group, the ethnic Turks, can be seen as completed.

Recent additions to the “ethnic” wing of politics have been made by
various political groupings representing the Roma minority, which is about
half the size of the Turkish minority. The Roma parties did well in the
1999 municipal elections,  managing to elect some 200  Municipal council-
ors nationwide. The Roma parties, however, failed to make an impact in
the 2001 parliamentary elections. There are no political organizations spawned
by Bulgaria’s other, less numerous minorities. Their input into political
agendas takes place via their cultural or other associations and societies.
The one exception is an organization called “OMO-Ilinden,” which cast
itself as the representative of the Macedonian minority (which comes out at
around 6-8,000 individuals in the recent censuses). Refused registration by
Bulgarian courts, in the autumn of 2001 the OMO won its case at the
International Court of Human Rights and domestic registration is now pend-
ing.

Given the political nature of the Bulgarian nation as consolidated over
the 19th and early 20th century, it comes as little surprise that the “Transi-
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tion” has not produced extreme nationalist and xenophobic political agen-
das or political parties. Bulgaria has nothing akin to parties such as the
Liberal-Democrats in Russia, headed by the notorious Vladimir Zhirinovski,
nor anything comparable to the significant nationalist forces headed by
Vadim Tudor (Romania), Slobodan Milosevic (Serbia), Vladimir Meciar
(Slovakia until 1998), or the late Franjo Tudjman in Croatia. A result of
the painful lessons of the 20th century can be seen in the absence of radical
communist or fascist parties or movements.

With the loosening up of the rigid two-party system, some of the older
smaller parties have fallen by the wayside, while new ones have come to
the fore. One of these non-political mass unity movements, headed by the
exiled ex-king Simeon Saxe-Coburg Gotha, who was deported by the com-
munists as a child in 1946, swept into power during the 2001 general
elections on the back of mass disappointment with the mainstream political
parties. This phenomenon can be compared with Italy’s Berlusconi, who
came to power in much the same way under similar circumstances of a
loosened two-party hold over the political system.

The new movement of Simeon Saxe-Coburg Gotha declared itself above
“old-style left-right divides.” Once in government, however, it has inevita-
bly been drawn into the center-right political terrain by its repeated allegiance
to the aims that the outgoing government of the UDF had already formulat-
ed.  Those are: complete transition to a  free market system,  membership  in
the EU and NATO, financial stability, attracting foreign investment, com-
pleting the re-structuring of industry, etc. Most significantly, the new gov-
ernment has chosen to side with NATO over the campaign against terror-
ism, and has done so as firmly as the former UDF government did during the
Kosovo crisis. The resilience of the established political system – the same
system that produced Bulgaria’s rapid fulfillment of the Copenhagen criteria
for  EU membership  – was further  illustrated by the fact that the November
2001 presidential elections ultimately fielded two major candidates represent-
ing the two-party system. The incumbent, Petar Stoyanov, ran with the
backing of the UDF and the right-of-center parties (including the ex-king’s
“movement”) on the one hand; and Georgi Parvanov, leader of the BSP,
ran with the support of the left-of-center parties, on the other.

The resurgence of “left-right politics”, which seemed to be in disarray
following the ex-king’s parliamentary landslide in June 2001, has demon-
strated the resilience of established political patterns and thereby has indicat-
ed that Bulgaria continues to be a predictable and stable political subject.

Bulgaria’s resilient political and governmental infrastructure underpins
a society that is extraordinarily diverse in terms of its mentalities, cultures,
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ways of life, religion, ethnic composition, etc. Bulgaria’s citizens live on
many different historical planes at the same time, forming a mixture that
has more than once been labeled “post-modern”. There are those citizens
– up to 300,000, or about one-tenth of the working population – who live
in a  world of modern professions and entrepreneurship,  using the tools of
the 21st century. This segment of the population includes the more than a
quarter of a million habitual Internet users. More than one million Bul-
garians – out of an adult population of 6.4 million – own mobile tele-
phones. At the other end of the scale are Bulgaria’s depressed rural areas –
where running water supply is intermittent, electricity is only a means to
run a single light-bulb, and agricultural tools still resemble those used in
the Middle Ages.

The hard quantifiable facts, according to the initial results from the 2001
national census, conducted by the National Statistical Institute (NSI),
paint the following picture: the total Bulgarian population currently stands
at just under 8 million people. This is almost one million fewer than the
number who lived in Bulgaria at the demographic peak in the late 1980s.
About one-third of this drop in population is due to the forced expulsion of
the ethnic Turkish minority conducted by the communist regime in one of
its final acts of mass oppression during the spring of 1989. Another third is
made up of short– and long-term migrants, primarily to Europe and the
Americas. The rest of the demographic decline is due to the negative ba-
lance between birth– and death rates. The birthrate fell sharply from the
1960s on and managed to show signs of incremental recovery only in 1999-
2000, when economic and political reforms began to produce tangible re-
sults and people felt that their children would have clearer prospects.

Of the general population, 83.6 percent are ethnic Bulgarians, 9.5 percent
are ethnic Turks, and 4.6 percent are Roma. Smaller ethnic groups make
up another 1.5 percent of the population, and 0.8 percent refused to identify
themselves ethnically. Other sources – such as the frequent and well-con-
ducted representative opinion polls – confirm this demographic picture and
add more detail to it. For instance, surveys show that 0.2 of the population
(bunched together with everyone else in “other” by the official statistics)
forms the Armenian community, making this the fourth largest ethnic group
in the country. The percentage of Turks who live in villages is over 19 per
cent, and the rural Roma population is almost 7.8 per cent, indicating an
uneven concentration of these major minorities, as well as their unequal
access to urban resources, compared to the majority.

Estimates and data on the smaller minorities vary because the numbers
involved are too minute. The approximate numbers we do know include
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about 3,000 Jews (a tiny community remaining behind after the great
migrations of Bulgaria’s 50,000-strong Jewish community to the state of
Israel in the 1940s, 1960s and 1970s-80s). Between 6 and 8,000 individu-
als define themselves as ethnic Macedonians, concentrated in the south-
west of the country. About 2,000 Karakachans, a tribe of nomadic herders
living in the high-mountains, who speak a kind of Greek language and
whose livelihood disappeared in the 1940s as national borders went up and
stopped their seasonal migrations south to the Aegean. Other minorities,
present in Bulgaria and studied by anthropologists include, are as follows:
Circassians (deported to Bulgaria from Asia Minor under the post-Crime-
an War settlements of the 1850s), Tatars, Gagauz (a community settled
around the northern coast of the Bulgarian section of the Black sea, who
are Turkish-speaking Christians); Vlachs (Romanian speakers, clustered
around the Danube); Greeks (living in coastal Black Sea cities south of the
port of Bourgas); at least 20,000 Russians and Ukrainians.

The Roma (Gypsies) are widely regarded as the least united3 of all
minorities, being splintered along lines of language, mode of life (nomadic
or settled), and affiliations to the different traditional professions that struc-
ture Roma society (such as basket-weaving, horse-herding, bear-taming,
knife-grinding, charcoal-making and so forth). The Turks, who form com-
pact population masses in the south (Eastern Rhodope mountains) and
north (around the cities of Razgrad, Shumen and Targovishte), are seen as
the most unified of all minorities.

There are also the new ethnic communities, formed in the period since
Bulgarian borders opened after 1989 by the resultant inflow of fresh mi-
grants: Chinese and Vietnamese; Middle-Eastern (mostly Lebanese, Pales-
tinians, Kurds and also Afghans fleeing the Taliban) and so forth. A recent
phenomenon is the formation of a vibrant, albeit numerically microscop-
ic, Irish community, mostly centered on the capital Sofia. The numbers
are too statistically insignificant for these to enter the statistics4, and these
new minorities have been in the country too short a period of time for
reliable estimates to be formed by researchers.

In terms of religious affiliation, the National Statistical Institute preli-
minary census results put Christians at 83.8 percent, Muslims at just over
12 percent, others at 0.2 percent and the non-religious at 3.9 percent. The

3 Recent studies indicate that the newly formed Arab community may be more disunited
than the Roma.

4 The National Statistical Institute will, ultimately, produce figures on most of these
minorities, out of the 2001 census, but it will take quite a few months yet.
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The Constitution is
quite clear in its
emphasis on the
totality of individual
human, civil and
political rights, and it
steers clear of the
subject of collective
minority rights.

fact that there are more Muslims than there are ethnic Turks is due to the
presence of ethnic Bulgarian Muslims (Pomaks) and some Muslim Roma.
Researchers know that of the “Christians,” the vast majority is Bulgarian
Orthodox, but there are also compact communities of Armenian, Greek
and Russian Orthodox, of Catholics and of Protestants. Evangelical Pro-
testantism has made quite a headway in some Christian Roma communi-
ties since the advent of democracy and religious freedom. Muslims in Bul-
garia are predominantly Sunni (about 80 percent of all Muslims), al-
though some of them practice a local brand of Shi’ism. These Muslims are
called “Aliani” after Ali, nephew to the Prophet Muhammad.

Ethnic background, religious affiliation and community traditions cross-cut
one another, forming almost endless variations of sub-types and local cultures.
There are, for example, at least three fairly distinct types of ethnic Bulgarian
Muslims with distinct identities, traditions and oral histories. There are also
Bulgarian-speaking Muslims and Turkish-speaking Christians; there are Ortho-
dox Roma, Muslim Roma, Catholic Roma and Protestant Roma. Research-
ers know that compact minorities behave differently in different environments:
when forming a local majority with, for example, Bulgarian Christians as the
local minority; when forming a compact local minority in a Bulgarian majo-
rity; when forming compact local minority in another majority (e.g. Roma
surrounded by Turks, Turks surrounded by Pomaks, Bulgarians surrounded by
Roma – the variations are almost endless). There are also places, such as the
mid-Rhodopes mountain, where all ethnic groups form numerically compara-
ble communities and, as local wit has it, “everyone here is some kind of
minority and we have no majority.” On top of all
of this, political and ideological affiliations, re-
gional identities and other profiles cross-cut eth-
nic and religious identities.

Although this patchwork-quilt type of soci-
ety may seem confusing, the Constitution makes
sense of it. The 1991 Constitution is based upon
the “political nation” model of national affilia-
tion by citizenship.  The Constitution is quite
clear in its emphasis on the totality of individ-
ual human, civil and political rights, and it
steers clear of the subject of collective minority
rights.

Political representation in Bulgaria  occurs through citizenship,  rather
than ethnic collectivities, the MRF notwithstanding. There are also no
“quota systems” in operation in hiring civil servants, army, police and so
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forth.  The system of citizenship  representation on an individual basis is
universally seen as fair and stabilizing, and no ethnic community has made
a stand against this constitutional settlement. Work on issues of represen-
tation,  minority integration and participation is carried out within the frame-
work of the Constitution. International government engagements, such as
the ratification of the Council of Europe’s Framework Convention for the
Protection of National Minorities occur within constitutionally acceptable
limitations. So do national engagements, such as the teaching of “mother
tongues” in schools; the government’s program, started in 2000, for the
full integration of all minorities in the machinery of state at all levels; the
various programs for a just representation of minorities in the police, the
armed forces and the civil service; the introduction of Turkish-language
news programs aired on Bulgarian National Television (BNT). Over 1999-
2000, the government disbanded the “construction corps” of the armed
forces, which had for decades functioned as “ghettos”, segregating Turk-
ish and Roma  conscripts from the mainstream of national service.  Since
about 1999 ethnically mixed municipalities have been appointing “minority
affairs officers,” drawn from the predominant local minority group.

Central government has been less dynamic than local governments in im-
proving minority policies and is lagging behind in terms of making full use of
the available opportunities. At the central government level, minority issues
have for a decade been placed on the shoulders of the National Council on
Ethnic and Demographic Issues. Institutionally, this arrangement has prov-
en less than a complete success. The government that swept into power in
2001, with the MRF as its main coalition partner, has declared its intention to
overcome this defect. It has declared its intention to set up a new body, with
expanded decision-making powers and funding, to address hands-on minority
issues, divorcing them from the “demographic” appendage that has long seemed
to distort the mission of such a body and to prevent it from focusing on its
subject matter in a proper and fitting manner.

Since the late 1990s it has also become clear that the constitutional
settlement, successful as it has seemed to be, has not fully and satisfacto-
rily resolved the issue of the full and ample exercise of the complete package
of human rights. In half-a-dozen cases, aggrieved parties have managed to
win, with some ease, individual cases against the Bulgarian state at the
Human Rights’ Court at Strasbourg. It may ultimately turn out that the
bottleneck is to be found in the judiciary, which is held, both at home and
abroad, to be lagging behind the executive and the legislature in reaching
EU-compatible standards of performance.
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FROM TURBULENT COMMUNISM TO STABLE

DEMOCRACY: POLITICAL EVOLUTION SINCE THE 1980S

The collapse of the communist regime in Bulgaria in 1989 was as spectacular
as anywhere else, and took place virtually at the same time. In a symbolic
coincidence, the forced resignation of Todor Zhivkov, at that time Europe’s
longest-serving communist dictator (in power since 1953) exactly coincided
with the demolition of the Berlin wall. By the spring of 1990 a strong anti-
communist coalition, Union of Democratic Forces, faced a re-named into
“Socialist” Bulgarian Communist Party, henceforth to be known as BSP.
The revolutionary crowd refused to leave the streets when the Socialists won
the first free elections in generations in June 1990 and protesters stormed and
torched the BSP’s headquarters in late August. By the opening days of 1991
the Socialist government had resigned and the first reformist Cabinet stepped
in, kick-starting massive economic reform.

All of this looked then – and to an extent still looks now – too easy. In
Bulgaria as elsewhere, the regime seemed to just collapse like a pack of
cards, unwilling or unable to use all the survival resources at its disposal.
Behind this superficial ease lay, however, a number of processes, which
had not worked themselves out fully, and which in some ways pre-condi-
tioned what was to follow.

It was not the case that the communists somehow just gave up, or were
caught unawares by events. The drama starts unfolding back in the transi-
tion from the 1970s to the 1980s. It was then that both the regime and its
critics realized that the seemingly immovable landscape of “The People’s
Republic” was changing fast. The ascent of “Solidarity” in Poland caused
much against to the regime, particularly given the obvious fact that, unlike
previous crises, no East European regime could count on an automatic
Soviet armed intervention to save the day. The absence of an easy victory
for the Soviets when they entered Afghanistan in 1979 illustrated, further,
that even should the Red Army arrive, it might not necessarily succeed.

By the time when, in March 1986, Mikhail Gorbachev declared “pe-
restroika” in the Soviet Union, the regime in Bulgaria was in severe inter-
national isolation. Internally, the continuing downslide of the economy –
exacerbated further by Moscow’s abrupt discontinuation of the supply of
cheap fuel and soft credit – pushed the regime in the direction of easy
solutions to recover stability. The choice of these solutions was to color
the decades to come.

In the winter of 1986-7, as electricity supply began failing across the coun-
try, the regime unleashed a wave of mass repression against Bulgaria’s Turkish
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Muslim minority. The use of Turkish language, attendance at Mosques, the
wearing of traditional Turkish clothing, and observation of Muslim rituals were
banned. In an unprecedented mobilization of all resources of the state, all
Muslim-sounding names in the country were replaced by Slav-Christian sounding
names. The latter was an exercise of direct terror that affected nearly one
million Bulgarian citizens. Placed in the context of mass patriotic fervor that
was organized by the regime and its media, this exercise was intended to help
the Communist Party achieve a new legitimacy: no longer internationalist,
but patriotic; no longer the agent of global change, but a natural product of
Bulgaria’s history. Many regimes were doing this sort of thing at the same time
– but no others did so as brutally as the Bulgarian Communist regime did. It
was during this period that the mutation of communist apparatchiks into ex-
treme nationalist politicians began.

By the time the re-naming campaign ended, several dozen Turkish Bul-
garians were dead, shot by police and army, and several thousand were
imprisoned and interned in the long-abandoned labor camps, which were
re-opened specifically for the purpose of housing Turks who resisted the re-
naming. The political ends of the re-naming offensive – to re-legitimate the
regime and thereby stabilize it – were not attained, however. The public at
large, slowly drowning in an economy characterized by scarcity and spiraling

prices, refused to back the regimes activities
and even began openly criticizing the appall-
ing violence done to the Turkish population,
which had done nothing to deserve the treat-
ment.

Part of the failure of the anti-Turkish of-
fensive was due to the fact that public sym-
pathy for the oppressed led to the establish-
ment of the first dissident and anti-regime
organizations in a generation. This was the
true beginning of Bulgarian dissidence, af-
ter decades of quiescence and refusal to be
involved in Hungary’s 1956 uprising, the
Prague Spring of 1968 or, indeed, the “Sol-
idarity” phenomenon of the late 1970s. On
the one hand, such a late start was to prove
a risk to Bulgaria’s development in the early
1990s, because the foundations of democ-
racy were too recent and weak. On the oth-
er hand, the fact that dissidence was born
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on the platform of protection of minorities provided Bulgaria’s future de-
mocracy with one of its most stable and enduring elements: the absence of
nationalist, irredentist and xenophobic political agendas and a pronounced
sensitivity to issues of human rights.

The late start of anti-communist movements in Bulgaria was also due to
the fact that the regime had, in its initial decades, enjoyed enough of a
measure of popular support to even enable it to do without the presence of
Red Army forces on Bulgarian soil. For all sorts of reasons, communism
did have roots in Bulgarian society. This fact was to bring many problems
later on during the transition, but by the mid-1990s it had become obvious
that at least one major plus came out of it. Since Communism was not
seen as an entirely foreign-enforced phenomenon, it did not have to be
fought on the grounds of national liberation – a background that easily
leads to nationalism. Instead, a communist regime seen as mostly domes-
tic could be confronted in the concrete realms of civil society, human
rights, market reforms and so forth. This facilitated the emergence of a
classically liberal agenda, which was to compensate for other weaknesses
of post-communist politics and ultimately bring fruit.

By the mid-1980s the Bulgarian Communist regime was in something of
a panic. Its Soviet backers had not only cut off cheap fuel and credit, but
also criticized the Bulgarians for their lack of enthusiasm about “perestroi-
ka.” The Bulgarian regime’s push against the Turks had elicited dissidence
and mass revulsion from the public. The economy was continuing to col-
lapse and, as became clear much later, was functioning only thanks to
frivolously taken loans from the West. From 1985 on Bulgaria was sucking
in some 2.6 billion dollars worth of foreign credit per year – sums that
were impossible to repay over the 1990s and beyond. Faced with this situa-
tion, in 1986 the Communist Party introduced a reform package that was
intended to open up limited spaces in the economy for profit-making small
businesses. This was an attempt to placate a dissatisfied public with cos-
metic imitations of democratic procedure, empowering on paper institu-
tions such as worker factory meetings, trade unions, writers and artists’
unions and so forth. In July 1987 the Communist Party even declared that
it would no longer be the main locus of state power, and would be gradu-
ally handing decision-making over to state institutions and to “the people.”

The communists hoped that this “maneuver,” as they even then called
it, would stimulate the economy and end political criticism. This did not
work because both the economic and the political portions of the 1987
reform package failed to achieve their ends. On the economic front, the
partial introduction of the profit motive proved to be highly conducive to
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the pilfering of resources from state-owned enterprises, rather than to the
more efficient use and development of these resources. On the political
front, few believed that democracy was on the Party’s agenda. Arrests of
dissidents continued and the Party itself repeatedly warned, from the be-
ginning, that the “widening of democracy towards self-government of the
people” is only allowed if it remains within the “spirit of our communist
ideals,  principles and ethics.”

By 1988 the dissidents, who had began appearing around the issue of
rights of the Turkish minority, had added another idea to their menu of
protest – an idea that was to find powerful public support. That idea was
the conservation and defense of the environment. Eco-glasnost, a dissi-
dent ecological organization, even managed to hold public protest demon-
strations in the early months of 1989. The organization found that the
public was warm to the idea that the ecological destruction, brought on by
the planned economy, threatened everybody to an equal degree, and peo-
ple understood that this was a subject nobody could hide from.

The first mass outpouring of protest since the 1940s turned out to be a
huge public rally organized by Eco-glasnost on November 3, 1989. This
protest demonstrated the regime’s lack of will for repression and revealed its
weakness. Pressures and splits inside the regime widened, and on Novem-
ber 10 the Party’s Central Committee demanded – and received – the
resignation of its Secretary General, Todor Zhivkov. On December 7 the
major opposition groups in the country came together in a Union of Dem-
ocratic Forces (UDF) and began holding anti-communist rallies of un-
precedented size and energy. Some of the Turkish resisters, newly freed
from prisons, formed the Movement for Rights and Freedoms (MRF) –
the party which was not only to represent the Muslims of Bulgaria, but to
become the necessary third element in the future two-party system. By
early January 1990, in an explicit imitation of earlier events in Poland, the
Communist Party and the UDF came together at a Round Table to nego-
tiate the future shape of the country. The conduct and outcome of the
1990 Round Table set the mold for Bulgarian society and politics for the
decade ahead.

Its first major achievement was the legitimization of the UDF as a
political opposition – a government in waiting, the carrier of a complete-
ly new project for society, at all points in conflict with communist practic-
es. At the outset, the Communist Party – of which, paradoxically, many
UDF leaders were still at that stage members – attempted to group the
UDF in the ranks of all the other existing “mass movements” that were
invited to participate in negotiations.  This was an obvious ploy to dissolve
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the UDF into a mass of other “constructive critics” and age-old Commu-
nist fronts such as the “creative unions,” the trade unions, the Communist
Youth, and the Fatherland Front, and ultimately to tame and co-opt the
new movement. The UDF objected to this and, after pressure from street
rallies, the communists agreed for the Round Table to be constructed as a
two-sided negotiating table. On the one side, the Communist Party and its
project for society; on the other side, the UDF as opposition, with its own
“capitalist” and pro-Western visions and, increasingly, programs. Later
the MRF was to enter these negotiations and sit at the UDF’s side at the
negotiating table.

When, in opposition to the Communists’ red, the UDF chose as their
color a Thatcherite blue, the Round Table definitively changed its charac-
ter. From a meeting-point between a government and its critics, the
negotiations turned into an embryonic two-party system. In a related de-
velopment, by April 1990 the Communist Party (then re-named the “Bul-
garian Socialist Party”) finally admitted that what was being discussed were
not reforms to “socialism,” but its replacement by something entirely differ-
ent.

A second major achievement of the Round Table of 1990 was the agree-
ment between the regime and its opponents to make every possible effort to
avoid violence. In the opening months of 1990, while the entire framework
of the one-party state was still in place, com-
plete with its puppet National Assembly, all
crucial decisions of the Round Table were turned
into law and passed by that Assembly. These
decisions included steps vital for the peaceful
conduct of political conflict, such as the clo-
sure of workplace Communist Party organiza-
tions, the de-partisanation of the police and
army, the observance of free speech, the right
to organize politically and so forth.

This set the stamp on Bulgaria’s transition.
It was to be a negotiated transition, with ne-
gotiated outcomes attained out of even the most
acute political conflicts and crises, including
general political strikes, barricade protests and
so forth.

A third outcome was the agreement for the two proponents to go to the
people with their  packages – to conduct the country’s first free multiparty
elections, which were set for mid-June 1990. Once the BSP admitted the
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untenability of state socialism, and accepted the idea that some kind of
major new beginning for the country was the issue at stake, it became
possible to formulate the elections as Constitution-making. Unlike the sit-
uation in other communist countries, Bulgaria’s Round Table decided to
hold constituent elections – to start the New Beginning with a Constitu-
tion that set the playing field and the rules of the game. This was a direct
resurgence of Bulgaria’s political tradition, in which every change in the
social and political model demands that constitution-making comes before
other business. After all, the Constitution is framework for everything else
that happens after the transition.

One major element of agreement, reached in the run-up to the 1990
elections, was that post-communist Bulgaria would be reconstructed as a
political and civic nation, with equal individual rights and the inclusion of
minorities into the life and politics of society. Out of this flowed other
elements, crucial to the structure of democratic Bulgaria. Some of these
included the agreement that the country would be a parliamentary democ-
racy, rather than a presidential or monarchical construct; that ethno-
centrist, nationalist and irredentist agendas and policies were unacceptable;
and that the new constitutional settlement would be explicitly tailored after
“Western” models. There would be a head of state – indeed, the still-
unreformed National Assembly would elect one while the Round Table was
still in progress. After a long debate, negotiators decided that they would
use the Western appellation of “President” to refer to this figure, rather
than keeping the more familiar “Chairman.”

One significant effect of the Round Table, whose deliberations were
aired live on national radio and television, was its reintroduction of the
pre-communist titles “Mr.” “Mrs.” and “Miss.” which replaced the famil-
iar term “comrade” that had been enforced since the 1940s.

In later years legends were constructed around the Round Table. Most
of the mythology centered on the obvious propensity of Bulgaria’s politi-
cians to aim for compromise. By the early 1990s as the extreme fringes of
the UDF were being gradually squeezed out of government, some of them
claimed that a clean civil war would have been better than a Round Table
in the long run. It would have represented a more decisive break with the
past. By the mid-1990s, back in the saddle of government under a young
but extremist leadership,  the BSP  also evolved a  similar  ideology.  BSP
politicians began talking about the “needless retreats” conducted by the
previous leadership  at the Round Table.  As it happened,  though,  such
talk remained on paper and political life continued, for a decade, to flow
within the basic agreements of the Round Table of 1990.
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In June 1990, under a lenient regime of party registration, several
dozen political parties and coalitions ran candidates in elections for the
Grand (i.e. constituent) National Assembly. The Assembly’s job was to
act as both a functioning legislature and a Constitution-maker. Once
elected, the Assembly also had to absorb a certain amount of executive
powers left vacant in mid-1990 by a very weak BSP-led government. Four
major political conglomerates faced each other at the ballot-boxes nation-
wide: the UDF; the BSP (allied to the then visible nationalists of the Labor
Party and the National Committee for the Defense of the National Inter-
est, which disappeared by 1992); the MRF refused to enter the UDF and
ran alone, hoping to mobilize enough Turkish votes to breach the four-per
cent entry threshold that had been agreed upon at the Round Table; and the
Agrarian Union, a former Communist puppet, also decided to go it alone.
These four parties and coalitions were to make up the composition of the
constituent Assembly.

The main clash – and one that consolidated the nascent two-party mo-
del – was between the BSP and the UDF. Whereas the BSP sent the
message, “Socialism or not – this is for the people to decide,” the UDF
ran on a pro-Western platform which described socialism as an unnatural
aberration and promised a return to “natural” systems of government and
society. Accordingly, the BSP’s platform saw the period 1944-89 in a
positive light and offered gradual reform. The UDF, by contrast, de-
manded a sharp break – “the dismantling of the system” – and claimed
that, “during the recent decades a society was created which was uncom-
fortable, hostile and dangerous for the individual human being.”

From the very beginning the two protagonists had found their political
niches, where they were to remain for more than a decade. The BSP had
chosen to stay well leftward of classic Social Democracy. The UDF fasci-
nation with “natural” (as opposed to “artificial”) societies, in turn, placed
it just as firmly in the right-of-center political spectrum, inhabited by Con-
servative and Christian-Democratic Parties in Europe. This early choice
was to color the UDF “right” in spite of the fact that, until as late as 1997,
the UDF was to remain a coalition of more than a dozen parties, includ-
ing Social-Democratic formations.

The MRF ran on a platform guaranteeing its electorate that minority
rights and freedoms would henceforth be protected. The Agrarians prom-
ised the country’s peasants – still one-quarter of the population despite the
forced industrialization during the 1950s and 60s – a government that
would help with agricultural production.

All four parties entered parliament, but as it turned out, the electorate
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opted for the familiar devil and rejected the UDF’s offer of a sharp and
decisive break with the old way of life. The BSP’s platform of improvements to
“socialism” carried the day and a majority Socialist government was formed
under Andrey Loukanov – one of the leaders of the plot that forced Todor
Zhivkov to resign on November 10, 1989. Paradoxically, this was the first
purely “red” government in Bulgaria’s history. All the governments between
1944 and 1990 had preferred to hide behind a facade of pluralism with the
Agrarians and the Fatherland Front (which fell apart over 1990-91) as part-
ners.

The Bulgarian political scene, from that moment on, has been a bi-
polar  one,  split cleanly along the left-right divide.  This bipolarity has
endured for more than a decade and makes Bulgaria unique among Euro-
pean post-communist countries. The same parties, under the same names,
offering the same political and societal visions, continued to dominate the
entire political and social scene until the 2001 Parliamentary elections and
again afterward. Since the birth of the bi-polar party system in 1990 coin-
cided with the massive explosion of newly free and independent media, the
great debate between left and right, the “Reds” and the “Blues” reverber-
ated throughout society. By 1993 in-depth polls revealed that virtually any
issue that appeared in Bulgarian society and occupied the public’s attention
was immediately colored “Blue” or “Red.”5

As early as 1990-91 the two main parties acquired clear electoral profiles,
which were to be expected, given their vision and set of messages projected
onto the public. The UDF’s electoral hinterland was in the bigger cities,
among the younger, the more mobile and self-confident, and the better
educated – those who could re-formulate the UDF’s vision in terms of free-
dom of initiative and the horizons of prosperity it offered. The average BSP
voter was increasingly concentrated among the elderly, the inhabitants of the
small towns and villages, and the less educated. These were dependent pop-
ulations who feared losing the security that the centralized economy had
provided, and who were convinced that sharp U-turns in their lives could
be avoided.

This electoral map remained intact until the very end of the century,
when land restitution and the first visible results of private agriculture under-
cut Socialist support in the villages. After that, the Socialist vote in the
countryside began to erode, and the preferences of village voters drew closer

5 See: Evgenii Dainov. “A Nation of Shopkeepers? What Polls Tell Us about the
Future Shape of Bulgarian Society”. In The Bulgarian Transition: Challenges and Cognition
(Sofia: Bulgarian Sociological Association, 1998), 36-57.
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to those of the inhabitants of the bigger Bulgarian cities (the 28 regional
centers). By 2001 the BSP’s largest constituency was located in the small,
single-industry towns that had sprung up during the forced industrialization
of communism. These towns were still suffering from structural unemploy-
ment after a decade of stop-and-go reforms that closed or re-structured the
local factories.

Many new political parties formed around the two major ones. There
were some 240 parties by 2001, before stiffer legislation cut down the num-
bers. Still, only 38 parties actually managed to fulfill to electoral require-
ments to run in the 2001 parliamentary elections. Most of these parties never
made it into parliament, falling far short of the four-percent threshold.
Nevertheless, all post-communist Bulgarian parliaments have contained more
than just the three main parties: the BSP and UDF – the pillars of the
political system – and the MRF, which consistently pulled around seven
percent of the vote cast thanks to the support of Bulgaria’s Turkish minority.
The nationalist groups that had entered the 1990 parliament on the back of
the BSP disappeared by the October 1991 elections (which the UDF narrow-
ly won), but other parties kept forming and managing to keep successive
parliaments filled with four or more parliamentary factions.

Most of the smaller parties managed to enter parliament by attracting
moderate “Reds” and “Blues” in moments when the BSP and the UDF
looked too extremist. The Agrarians, for example, after many internal
splits and fissures, managed to enter the 1994 parliament in combination
with the Democratic Party (which had left the UDF coalition months be-
fore the election) under the name Popular Union (PU). The PU attracted
the votes of disappointed former UDF supporters during an extremist peri-
od of the UDF. The PU lost the capacity to enter parliament once the
UDF returned to the mainstream right-of-center. Similarly, in 1997 the
Euroleft, a splinter from the BSP, entered parliament by attracting mod-
erate Socialist voters during a time of disappointment with an extremist
BSP  leadership.

These moderate satellite parties underscored the fundamentally bi-polar
system, which sprang into being as early as 1990. Between the poles,
various sorts of centrists and Liberals – mostly splinters from the UDF –
periodically tried and failed to enter parliament, before throwing in the
towel and withdrawing from the 2001 parliamentary elections.

In spite of periodic appeals by – mostly – intellectuals, the Bulgarian
political system never entertained “strong-arm” notions, nor spawned parties
offering such alternatives. What Oxford historian Richard Crampton has
called “the earthy and somewhat phlegmatic character of the average Bul-
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garian”6 continued to keep society away from enthusiasms for extreme
political solutions and regimes.

By 1997, both the UDF and the BSP had won elections and formed
majority governments. The BSP did so in 1990 and again in 1994; the UDF
won in 1991 and again in 1997. The 1990 majority Socialist government,
headed by Andrey Loukanov, attempted reform but when Loukanov lost the
support of the party and its electorate, his government sank into the morass of
the disintegrating state economy. Payment of the national foreign debt was
discontinued,  currency reserves were wiped out,  and the government re-
signed under popular pressure in November of the same year. Loukanov’s
government was replaced by a last-ditch coalition government made up of
leading UDF and BSP personages under  the Premiership  of Dimitar  Po-
pov, a non-partisan judge. Popov’s government freed prices and allowed
more private initiative, giving the Grand National Assembly breathing space
to produce and ratify a new Constitution by the summer of 1991.

The Grand National Assembly was dissolved after the ratification of the
Constitution. At that point, helped along by the Moscow’s failed August
coup, the pro-Western UDF narrowly won the elections that were held in
October 1991, and formed a minority government together with the MRF.
That government,  headed by the UDF’s leader  Phillip  Dimitrov,  rapidly
passed legislation on the return of nationalized land and urban properties.
This measure provided the budding private sector with a concrete foot-
hold. By the autumn of 1992 the Bulgarian economy had largely overcome
the after-shocks of its disintegration under Loukanov. Bulgaria had be-
come solvent again with a record-breaking currency reserve, and the gov-
ernment was poised to clinch a package with the IMF and start large-scale
privatization of the entire economy, as well as to re-start payments on the
national foreign debt. Following the defection of the MRF from the coali-
tion, however, Dimitrov’s government lost a vote of confidence. After
the disintegration of its parliamentary representation when several dozen
disaffected MP’s broke loose, the UDF became a de facto opposition par-
ty. The new configuration in parliament managed to produce a cross-party
majority – a “shifting majority” as it came to be known – and to construct
a non-partisan government headed by the economic historian, professor
Lyuben Berov, by December 1992.

The Berov government called itself “the Cabinet of privatization” and
claimed that it would follow the UDF’s own reform program with more

6 Richard Crampton. A Short History of Modern Bulgaria (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1987).
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energy and determination than the UDF had been able to during its term in
government. Not least because Berov relied on the BSP’s vote in parliament
– and the Socialists were in no way ready to embrace fully-fledged “capital-
ism” just yet – reform halted rather than speeded up. As the Berov govern-
ment began earning its nickname as “the do-nothing government”, the pub-
lic gradually withdrew whatever tenuous support it had given to the reform
agenda. By 1994 opinion polls registered a revival of anti-capitalist and pro-
state economy sentiment as voters looked for something both familiar and
stable, and failed to find it in the UDF, which had sunk into in-fighting and
internal squabbles. Worse, unable to formulate its vision for the future of the
country clearly and attractively, the UDF drifted toward ultra-conservatism.
Its basic promise, until mid-1996, was to return Bulgaria to a kind of
romanticized pre-1944 state. This vision left the bulk of the electorate cold.

The sinking of the UDF combined with the continued erosion of mass
belief in and desire for pro-market reforms. Whereas over 50 percent of
the population had supported private enterprise in previous years, by mid-
summer of 1994 a full 42 percent of respondents in national polls preferred
the continuation of state-owned industry in some form; and only 37 per
cent backed the privatization of industry.

This sentiment brought the Socialists back to power in the December
1994 elections. The BSP’s new platform clearly indicated a renewed alle-
giance to state involvement in the economy. The BSP’s majority govern-
ment under Zhan Videnov explicitly announced its withdrawal from the
consensus reached at the 1990 Round Table and declared that consensus a
mistake. Once in government, the BSP continued to radicalize its stand
against the reform package it had agreed upon four years earlier. In a
White Paper published in the spring of 1995, the Videnov government
summed up the previous periods of reform as “a series of cruel, senseless
and extraordinarily primitive experiments with Bulgarian society.” The re-
port ended with the conclusion that the biggest national problem since 1989
had been “the unwarranted diminution of the role of the state in the econ-
omy and society.” Under the ideology of “returning the role of the state”
the Socialist government froze privatization, revived subsidies to state-owned
industry both directly and in the shape of non-returnable credit from state
banks, and began interfering in price-formation. By the first half of 1995,
bank losses were 400 percent more than in 1994, which had already been a
bad year for the banks. Domestic debt spiraled. In the field of foreign
policy, the Socialists distanced the country from the EU, shelved the issue
of future membership  in NATO,  and made a  series of overtures to “tradi-
tional partners” such as Russia, Iraq, Libya, China and Vietnam.
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This determined attempt to discontinue “The Transition” and to revive
a socialist-type economy drove the country into hyperinflation and endem-
ic shortages by the second half of 1996. Ultimately, inflation over the
period March 1996 - March 1997 reached nearly 2,000 percent. Against
this background, the Videnov government implemented one of its pledges
and began payment on the foreign national debt for the first time since
1990. Together with the demise of the currency, the domino-like bank-
ruptcies of the banking system and the collapse of the economy, this drove
the government itself into bankruptcy by the end of the year. A wave of
popular discontent, protests and civil disobedience, coinciding with sim-
ilar protests across the border against the Serbian regime of Slobodan
Milosevic, brought the government down in February 1997.

Economic disintegration, combined with collapse of the currency and
weeks of mass protests across the country always form a breeding ground for
extreme political agendas and their carriers. Bulgaria’s bi-polar democracy
nevertheless held fast, as the UDF recovered its wits from mid-1996 on and
managed to find support for its message that reform is not an optional extra,
but a crucial pre-condition for the survival of the country. Faced with the
collapse of the Socialist experiment, the public swung back in favor of mar-
ket reforms and a pro-Western course for the country, and returned the
UDF to power with massive support in the April 1997 elections.

The majority government under UDF leader Ivan Kostov re-started
long-delayed reforms across the board and proved to be only the second
Cabinet in Bulgaria’s modern history (i.e. since 1879) to last the full four-
year term. By the end of its tenure, the proportion of GDP produced by
the private sector was more than 70 percent, the “gray economy” was
down from some 60 percent to under 40, wages and incomes were back to
pre-crisis levels, after hitting a low of around $10 per month in February
1997. The introduction of the Currency Board Arrangement (CBA) in
1997 abruptly stopped inflation and kept it within single-digits for the com-
ing years. By 2001, with the exception of several unwieldy monopolies,
privatization was for all intents and purposes complete, as was return of
land and recovery of private farming.

The UDF also managed to take the country along a firmly pro-Western
course. Bulgaria sided with NATO during the 1999 Kosovo crisis and
entered full EU membership  negotiations in December  of the same year.
During 2000, the government began deporting emblematic people, who
had long been seen as connected with Russian-based international crime,
and who had used previously pro-Russian weak governments to make Bul-
garia their base of operations.
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With Bulgarian public opinion finally deciding, after years of vacilla-
tion, to back the full package of reform and a determined pro-Western
orientation, the foundations of the two-party political system began to weak-
en. The agenda package identified with one of the two protagonists – the
UDF – carried the day with the public. By 2000, even the Socialist Party
had agreed with “capitalism” and with Bulgaria’s future membership  in
NATO, and had also managed to uncouple itself from its traditional alle-
giance to Moscow. With no ideological agendas left to stand in the way of
reforms, the energy that underpinned the two-party system were now gone.
Having agreed on “what is to be done,” the public lost interest in the
previously epic UDF-BSP contest. It turned its attention to issues, such
as “Who is to do what needs to be done?” and “How is what needs to be
done being done at the moment?” This shift of interest re-focused attention
on the UDF government and, almost immediately, on its shortcomings,
such as its increasing arrogance, its gradual loss of vision and submergence
into detail, and its drift into corrupt practices. At the same time, the BSP
was failing to project a new attractive image to cash in on the public
mood. So the scene was set for a re-structuring of the political scene by
the end of 1999.  The municipal elections at the end of that year  showed
the beginning of the shift, when the two major parties taken together
polled only one-third of the votes cast, and a plethora of other parties
entered into local government.

Analysts expected these developments to lead to a slow shift away from
the “Anglo-Saxon” two-party model and toward a more “Mediterranean”
model, with a couple of major parties being situated leftward and right-
ward of the center. What nobody had counted on was that, at precisely this
most fragile moment in the life of the two-party system, a completely new
and immensely powerful political factor was to enter the scene: the exiled
ex-king (“Czar” in Bulgarian), Simeon Saxe-Coburg Gotha.

Simeon Saxe-Coburg Gotha, an exile since 1946 and residing at the time
in Madrid, had been hovering on the edges of Bulgarian life and politics
since 1990. He had conducted a triumphant “comeback tour” of the country
in the summer of 1996, but had not turned this momentum into a political
breakthrough. During the 1997 elections, following hyperinflation and mas-
sive protests, he misjudged the popular mood and appealed for the elector-
ate to vote away from the “extreme poles,” of the BSP and UDF. This led to
a sharp drop in his otherwise considerable personal popularity. At the end
of 2000 he was back, announcing in his usual cryptic way that he would
return to stay and be of service to his nation.

On April 6, 2001, just three months before the parliamentary elections,
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he announced that he was forming a mass movement of national unity –
aptly named the “National Movement of Simeon the Second.” His inten-
tion was for this movement to win the elections and govern the country.
The weary and still impoverished public was disillusioned with the existing
political leadership,  and the only alternative was a  BSP  still incapable of
presenting a modern development horizon. Given the opportunity, the
people turned to Simeon in droves. The “Movement” definitively won the
elections in June 2001 and is now just one deputy short of an absolute
majority in Parliament. The Movement formed a coalition with the MRF,
and reached an “understanding” with the BSP (giving Ministerial posts to
two emblematic Socialists), and the UDF declared itself in opposition.

The loose pre-election platform on which Simeon won the elections was
a classic populist package that promised to cut taxes and raise spending. The
IMF dealt that package a deathblow before the end of the summer, and a
strictly conservative monetarist line replaced the Movement’s summer lar-
gesse. More interesting was the fate of the war that Simeon had declared on
the former political system in the spring of 2001. Simeon thought he had
won that war because of massive support for him in the elections. In June,
with the BSP and UDF together receiving only 36 percent of the votes cast,
it did look like Simeon was right. He appealed for everyone to forget their
partisan differences and come to him in the name of the nation. Only the
UDF managed to find the strength to stay out of the ensuing coalition,
despite the party’s having just experienced its worst ever electoral defeat.

By the time of the elections, however, Bulgaria’s democratic political
system had demonstrated that it would not crawl away quietly into the dark-
ness of history. In spite of his great distaste for democratic executives, the
Czar had found it impossible to escape the burden of being Prime Minister
after having won parliamentary elections in a republic. And despite Sime-
on’s strenuous appeals to the UDF to join him, the UDF remained in oppo-
sition, further re-asserting familiar democratic patterns. Simeon’s backing
of Stoyanov for the Presidential race did not blunt the UDF’s criticism of
the government. In a curious twist, the Czar-Prime Minister himself ap-
peared to bow to party political logic when, by the end of October 2001, he
announced that his “movement” would be re-structuring itself as a party and
would, furthermore, be trying for international legitimization by applying to
join the right-of-center European People’s Party. Increasingly finding it
impossible to distill a coherent government policy out of the motley crew of
his supporters, Simeon found he was falling back on priorities and policies he
inherited from the UDF. The fact that his Movement had not fielded its own
Presidential candidate and that the race was between “Reds” (the BSP lead-
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er Georgi Parvanov) and “Blues” (incumbent Petar Stoyanov, backed by
all center-right parties, including the UDF) as it always had been, under-
scored the fact that the political system had survived the populist onslaught.
As it turned out, the turn of the tide away from dry monetary approaches
carried into Socialist leader Georgi Parvanov to the Presidency. He took the
oath of office on January 22, 2002.

The Czar had not swept away the rules of the multi-party game, as he had
pledged to do. On the contrary, the rules of the democratic game that he
entered in April 2001 had captured him by the end of the autumn and they
distanced him from the land of the politically exotic he had previously inhabit-
ed. Whereas the government and its parliamentary majority continued to work
at a snail’s pace, hampered by the sheer plurality of interests it represented,
what was clear by the time the first snows of winter fell was that Bulgaria’s
political infrastructure – the country’s greatest achievement since 1990 – had
survived its greatest challenge. From here on, whatever befell the nation, it
was sure that even the worst crises would continue to be resolved by political
means – inter-party negotiation, compromise and other Constitutional means.

CONSTRUCTING SUSTAINABLE DEMOCRATIC INSTITUTIONS

Institutional sustainability is a crucial prerequisite for predictability and sta-
bility. Almost 13 years after the beginning of transition, Bulgaria has struc-
tured a durable democratic system underpinned by widespread social con-
sensus on the main national priorities – integration into the EU and NATO.

A DEMOCRATIC POLITY

Bulgaria’s 1991 Constitution was adopted with an enormous majority in
the Grand National Assembly and it provides the institutional and proce-
dural foundations for democracy. Thirteen years later, there have been no
challenges to its philosophy and provisions. No political party has sought
any major amendments. The Constitution’s integrity has been enhanced by
the Constitutional Court. The Court’s consistent approach to constitution-
al interpretation has enjoyed enormous public support and has made it one
of the most respected institutions of Bulgarian democracy.

Rule of law has acquired numerous institutional pillars since the begin-
ning of the Transition. Separation of powers and independence of the Judi-
ciary, enshrined in the Constitution, function satisfactorily. The Judiciary
Act further translates the constitutional provisions into daily practice and
underpins the independence of the judicial system.
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There is emerging consensus on the need to make certain amendments to
the Constitution in view of the country’s accession to the EU, such as lifting
restrictions on the purchase of land by foreign nationals and legal entities.

The adoption of the Constitution changed the entire structure of govern-
ment in Bulgaria. The system of central and local government was re-struc-
tured in light of the transition from a centralized and interventionist state to
a democratic polity. For example, after 1991 the Ministry of Economy
brought the previously separate structures dealing with tourism, foreign trade
policy, and state asset management under one roof. Since the mid-1990s,
the personnel profile of the state administration has also been transformed.
The state now recruits young university graduates with sufficient expertise
and foreign language proficiency, rather than loyal party members.

The administration reform package of 1998-1999 has added clarity and
transparence to administration. Transparent criteria for recruitment and
promotion of civil servants, a logical scale for promotion in career paths,
clear delineation of political and administrative levels, and permanence of
levels within administrative units are some of the key elements of the package.

Significant changes have been made to the local government structure in
order to strengthen government at both the regional and local levels. At
the regional level, emphasis has been on improvement of strategic planning
and management capacity, as well as on regional structures’ role in devel-
opment. A remaining challenge lies within these agencies’ capacity to man-
age effectively the incoming EU accession funds.

There is an emerging consensus that additional tax-raising powers need
to be devolved at the local (municipal)  level,  in order  to allow more
rational management of resources. Such measures are intended to promote
managerial skills at the local administrative level and to enhance communi-
ty building through better governance.

Democratic institutions are recognized across the board as the core of a
democratic polity and all political debates in Bulgaria today revolve around
the issues of incremental improvement of the existing structure, rather
than around plans for radical institutional change. For example, a conti-
nuity of intent, or an acceptance of the overall scheme of laws and institu-
tions, is obvious in legislative practice. This is evident from the fact that
the majority of proposed legislation consists of amendments to existing laws,
rather than entirely new laws.

Elections have become an integral part of democracy in Bulgaria. The
country has conducted five Parliamentary elections and three Presidential
elections since 1989.  When municipal elections are taken into account,
the country has had an average of one set of elections per year since 1990.
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Every part of the
Bulgarian
transformation has
been driven by the
agenda of transition to
mature democracy.

This cycle has been a significant factor in the promotion and development
of popular democratic political culture. None of these elections’ outcomes
have been contested. Electoral activity has varied across the years and has
stabilized at around 65–70  percent participation,  with the odd exception.7

Indeed, elections have long been accepted as the sole mechanism for the
constitution of Parliament and government.

Throughout its history, Bulgaria has used various types of electoral sys-
tems, but the proportional representation system has been the preferred one
since the Transition. This choice is based on the conviction that all inter-
ests and groups in society should be represented in Parliament in order to
arrive at policies which enjoy popular approval and enhance the legitimacy
of the political system.

The functioning of government and party system is underpinned by a
high degree of political consensus, both among the voters and the parties.
While it has varied over time and in response to particular situations,
support for  Bulgaria’s membership  in the EU and NATO has been high
across all strata of society. More than 8 out of 10 people are in favor of
joining the EU, and more than 7 out of 10 support Bulgaria’s joining
NATO. This political consensus makes politics more of a contest between
personalities and structural capacities than one between divergent political
projects, as was the case prior to 1996-1997.

The independence of the judicial system continues to be an important
feature of the Bulgarian institutional model. The independent Supreme
Judicial Council remains the only decision-making body in all matters re-
lating to procedure, personnel and appointment. Access to justice ensures
public trust in the courts. Investment in information systems and training
of personnel in EU law are important priorities. The tasks of the security
services are stipulated in new laws with clear  procedures for  Parliamentary
control. In the context of EU and NATO inte-
gration, these services have received substan-
tial legal, institutional and technical support
from partner countries.

Every part of the Bulgarian transformation
has been driven by the agenda of transition to
mature democracy. In many areas of politics,
the initial effort has been to re-establish demo-

7 In the presidential and partial municipal elections,  held at the end of 2001,  these
figures were much lower.  It is still too early to say whether  this is a  “blip” or  a  new
trend.
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cratic practices and institutions. With the codification of the national con-
sensus around EU membership,  the trend has been increasingly toward
harmonization of legislation with existing EU norms and directives.

THE NATION AND ITS PEOPLE:
CIVIL SOCIETY SINCE THE 1980S

In societies such as the Balkans, where many different historical phenome-
na have created greater than usual distrust between government and peo-
ple, the gap between the two is usually filled by one of two things: either
a  resilient and kinship-based traditional society or  a  civil society.  Bulga-
ria has both, but in a less than traditional mix. Outside observers usually
agree that Bulgaria possesses the most dynamic – indeed “vibrant” – civil
society in the region of Southeast Europe.

Two quantifiable indicators bear this assertion out. First, Bulgaria is
home to a large number of non-governmental organizations, which have
significant financial influence. At the end of 2000, Bulgaria had an adult
population of 6.4 million and 4,500 registered NGOs, all of which have
sprung up since 1989. A wide-ranging study conducted in 1999 indicates
that 1,600 of these NGOs are active, and no less than 700 are in fact full-
time organizations. Registered trade unions, sports clubs, and various “creative
unions” that survived the transition away from communism provide the sec-
tor with another 3,000 organizations. The post-1989 NGO community at-
tracts funding equal to 1.5 percent of the total GDP. This is as much as the
total national budget for the environment, for example, and is somewhat
larger than the national culture budget. Since 1998, one-tenth of all foreign
investment entering Bulgaria has been attracted by the NGO sector.8 Most
NGOs are set up with help from either US or EU-based donor organiza-
tions, and most of the major and influential NGOs continue to run primarily
on EU and US-funded projects, addressing a wide range of issues but focus-
ing primarily on citizen and community empowerment in the decision-mak-
ing and problem-solving process. This fact along has led some researchers to
conclude that the Bulgarian NGO community is above all a “political” one.
In other words, it is dedicated to working out and pursuing, in all the
different NGO fields, agendas of civil society and empowerment, as well as
overcoming exclusion and discrimination.

8 Civil Society and Sustainable Development: Non-Governmental Organizations and
Development in the New Century (Sofia: Center for Social Practices, 2001).
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The second traditional indicator of a vibrant civil society is the situation
of the media. It is revealing that since the early 1990s, Bulgarians have
routinely come to call the independent media “the fourth power” (the
other three being the classic set of Judiciary, Executive and Legislature).
No government that has failed in its job – or turned against the media –
has survived in post-communist Bulgaria.

Bulgaria experienced a media explosion in 1990, and by the middle of
the decade had the greatest number of independent media titles and outlets
per capita in Europe.9 Although the acute economic crisis of 1996-7 shook
some of the titles out of the market, over the year 2000 the media situation
was very pluralistic and rich in information sources. In 2000 there were no
fewer than 146 TV operators, of which 140 were cable stations (including 13
satellite operators) and 6 were broadcast. Of all these TV stations, only one
is state-owned. The most popular national broadcast TV network, bTV, is
owned by international media magnate Rupert Murdoch.

There are 71 local, 59 regional and 16 national TV channels. These are
complemented by 175 radio operators, of which 31 are cable stations and
144 are wireless stations. There are 33 local, 140 regional and two national
radio stations. Only one national radio station is state-owned.

Print media is also pluralistic. There are 29 national, 24 regional and
38 local daily newspapers. There are also 105 weekly titles and 24 month-
lies, which include titles in minority languages (Turkish, Roma) and bi-
lingual periodic publications. None of the print media are government-
owned (except the “State Gazette”, which publishes Acts of Parliament
and government decrees),  although several municipal-owned weeklies still
survive from pre-1989 times. The total daily newspaper run is estimated at
approximately one million copies. The magazine market is less crowded,
with 30 weekly magazines, 102 monthlies, and 59 quarterlies, none of
them government-owned. Estimates place the total magazine print run at
around 500,000.10

The major newspapers (as well as the major magazines, TV stations,
and radio operators) run Internet editions, complete with interactive dis-
cussion forums, which provide an arena for real-time reader comment
and feedback. There are about half a dozen (the number increases con-
stantly) independent news agencies operating in the Internet space since
1999, as well as one major national “electronic newspaper,” Mediapool.

9 J. McGann & R. Weaver, eds., Think-Tanks and Civil Society: Catalysts for Ideas
and Action (Transaction Publishers, 2000).

10 For the latest figures we are grateful to the Media Resource Center, Sofia.
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The close relations
between the NGO

sector and the
independent media in

Bulgaria are a
product of the

intimacy between the
“Third Sector” and

the “Fourth Power.”

Since 1997, the state-owned TV and radio stations have been regulated
by an independent body composed of influential, politically unaffiliated
individuals,  elected on a  quota  principle by Parliament and the Presi-
dent. This regulatory body was originally called the National Council on
Radio and Television, and at the end of 2001 changed its name to the
Council on Electronic Media.

Close to a quarter of the adult population own mobile telephones and
the number of Internet users doubles every six-to-eight months. These
statistics confirm Bulgaria’s image as a multi-media, informed and “con-
nected” society.

Several key factors that have contributed to the vibrancy of Bulgarian
civil society since 1989. The first is Bulgaria’s historical legacy. Modern
Bulgarian society originally emerged as a civil society (during the period of
the National Revival) within a foreign (Ottoman) state, and was only
later structured as a nation state. The attitudes and habits of civil self-
organization persisted in following periods as well, and became visible after
the mid-1980s in the context of another state structure that was seen as
hostile and foreign (the communist regime).

A second important factor contributing to the vibrancy of civil society in
Bulgaria was the nature of the anti-communist sentiment that emerged in
the mid-1980s. This sentiment was based on a vision of civil society eman-
cipation and of civil society agendas.  It is no accident that nearly all dissi-
dents and oppositionists of the 1980s, who did not go into politics or
government, now lead NGOs.

The explosion of the independent media since 1990 is part of the devel-
opment of a more vibrant civil society. In a civil society, individuals and
communities insist on discussing society’s problems, agendas, and issues,
and on forming and upholding their positions in the public debate. The

independent media are the modern convey-
ors of such debate. The close relations be-
tween the NGO sector and the independent
media in Bulgaria are a product of the inti-
macy between the “Third Sector” and the
“Fourth Power.”

Analysts usually distinguish between seve-
ral periods in the modern history of the Bul-
garian NGO sector. In the early 1990s, two
predominant types of NGOs were formed.
The first type comprised those centers and
institutes that are today known as “think-
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tanks” (Craig Kennedy of the German Marshall Fund calls them “think-
action tanks”) or “research institutes.” The second type included all the
remaining NGOs that covered the whole range of problems with which NGOs
are typically concerned, from charities to professional guilds to environmen-
tal pressure groups. Bulgaria’s political system, the media sector, and the
early business sector were formed together with this initial structuring of
NGOs. In the early stages of the Transition, connections between the activ-
ities of some shady businesses and some of the first NGOs resulted in a wave
of public mistrust towards NGOs, which were suspected of serving not pub-
lic but private interests. This led directly to the withdrawal of favorable taxa-
tion regimes for NGOs. Today, NGOs still do not have tax-exempt status,
and this undermines the development of the NGO sector.

In the mid-90s, conditions for the operation of NGOs further deterio-
rated because of a series of economic crises and of governments that were
openly hostile towards NGOs. Among these, Zhan Videnov’s Socialist
cabinet stood out as particularly hostile, infiltrating NGO circles with its
own agents (which led to the blockage and the eventual break-up of the
Union of Bulgarian Foundations) and appointing NGO “superintendents,”
who were attached to the various Ministries, and whose responsibility it
was to follow the organizations’ activities and report them to their Ministers
and the government.

At the same time, the public consensus on the necessity of reforming
society in Bulgaria also broke up. Both the successive governments and
the public abandoned reform agendas from 1993 on. It was the NGO sector
that filled the now empty reformist niche by acting as “keepers of the demo-
cratic agenda”, as analyst Ivan Krastev noted in one international study of
the NGO sector.  In close partnership  with the independent media,  the
leading NGOs from that period grew into a significant public force. They
not only formed, maintained, and defended reformist and democratic agen-
das in the public debate, but also succeeded in leaving their stamp on the
very manner in which the debate was conducted. Outside the capital So-
fia, the NGOs that had been established gradually entered into a dialogue
with the local government, which was under the pressure of economic
crisis and public distrust, and was looking for partners in order to resolve
problems and re-establish credibility.

The significant role that the NGO sector played in Bulgaria’s develop-
ment received international recognition in 1996-98. In that period, the
EU and international institutions adopted the NGOs’ proposition that emer-
gency humanitarian aid should not be delivered to the government, but
that its distribution should instead be carried out under the control of – or
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A considerable
number of NGOs
found themselves

participants in the
decision-making

process and in the
process of forming

administrative
practices as early as

1998. The leading
NGOs in the different

spheres cooperated
with the legislative

and the executive in
the drafting of bills
and bylaws and in

working groups with
international

organizations and
institutions.

directly through – reputable NGOs and their networks. At the same time,
it became common practice for international institutions to make decisions
on Bulgaria’s problems after consultation not only with state institutions
but with relevant NGOs, as well.

In this way, a considerable number of NGOs found themselves partic-
ipants in the decision-making process and in the process of forming admin-
istrative practices as early as 1998. The leading NGOs in the different
spheres cooperated with the legislative and the executive in the drafting of

bills and bylaws and in working groups with
international organizations and institutions.

NGOs also retained their capacity to pro-
voke and maintain debate on certain issues,
and ensure the whole nation’s involvement
in it. One typical example is the ongoing
debate about corruption, which a group of
NGOs (“Transparency International” -
Bulgaria and “Coalition 2000”) started in
1998 and which in 1999 developed into a
major nationwide debate.

Cooperating with government bodies at
various levels, Bulgarian NGOs by and large
managed to preserve their independent sta-
tus as representatives of civil society. No
NGO has been directly co-opted into go-
vernment. “Quasi-government” NGOs do
exist, but are not as obvious as they were in
the mid-1990s. These “QNGOs” are creat-
ed with a particular object in mind (usually
to attract NGO-intended funding to go-
vernment agencies) and consequently they
lack popular legitimacy. As a rule, NGO
leaders who decide to take their agendas di-
rectly into the government machinery sim-

ply leave the NGO sector, rather than taking their organization into go-
vernment with them. Such practices have safeguarded Bulgarian NGOs
from the temptation of government and politics. At the end of 1999 anoth-
er process emerged – ex-officials began trickling into the NGO world.
They brought with them their experience with power, as well as the goals
that they had not been able to reach during their term in power.

In the very last year of the 20th century, new and powerful institutions
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appeared in the NGO arena. These were professional associations or guilds.
Upholding the interests of specific professions, these associations enter
into a direct dialogue with the state authorities and find their niche in the
decision-making processes as well as in the public debate. For example,
health service reform in 1997-1999 was based on agreements reached be-
tween the state’s Health Fund and the guilds of general medical practitio-
ners and dentists. In this sense, such associations are obviously major
actors to watch out for.

Today,  a  large proportion of the country’s municipalities,  most minis-
ters, and some of the National Assembly’s standing committees today main-
tain a continuous dialogue with NGOs in the relevant field. These actors
are aware that co-operation with NGOs helps to solve government and
development problems by attracting fresh resources from NGOs and their
partners, who can share their experience, attitudes, and contacts with
government agencies.  NGOs also participate in the development of the
country’s EU-accession policies and in the training of state and government
staff in new skills.

Because they are independent – they are not part of the government’s
chain of command – NGOs do not find it very difficult to become influen-
tial sides to the dialogue with the state’s institutions and administrations.
NGOs are free to have or not to have a dialogue with the state. Once they
have entered into such a dialogue, they are also free to close it at any
moment, should they decide that the dialogue is not leading to results. The
government, for its part, necessarily finds itself recognizing NGOs as equal
sides to the dialogue once it gets under way. Because of their unaffiliated
(i.e. to government) nature, NGOs also develop into potential partici-
pants in the decision-making process, as they are equal to the respective
state institutions.

Less visible than the country’s plethora of NGOs and the free media
are the more traditional forms of civil association. Trade unions, for ex-
ample, have been exercising some influence over Bulgaria’s post-1989 de-
velopment towards durable democracy and negotiated solutions. As early as
January 1990 the official communist trade union confederation made a
break for freedom, broke with the Communist Party and re-designed itself
as independent under the name “Confederation of Independent Syndicates
in Bulgaria” (CISB). At the time, it faced powerful competition from a
previously underground movement, which tried to copy Poland’s Solidari-
ty, named “Confederation of Labor – Podkrepa (Support)”. Until 1992,
Podkrepa was part of the UDF and led the national political strike of
November 1990, which toppled the Socialist government formed in June.
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Even government
organizations follow
civil society patterns

of organization to
attain greater impact.

Since 1992, the two labor confederations have joined the government in a
Tri-Partite Commission, which negotiates with leading business associa-
tions and chambers on conditions of work, economic and privatization
policy, wage levels, and so forth.

Occasionally other trade union associations have made their appear-
ance, but they find it difficult to achieve the sustainability of Podkrepa and
CISB. Only one has demonstrated some staying power. The “Promyana
(Change) Association” managed to lead and direct the nationwide protest
against the Socialist government during the period of economic collapse in
1996-7. Since 1989, just one government – the Socialist government of
1995 – has attempted to set up its own “puppet” trade union. The attempt
fizzled out, however, due to the artificially created union’s own lack of
legitimacy.

Most ethnic, religious and cultural minorities in Bulgaria have become
organized since 1989. The Turks mostly stick with the MRF and a national
NGO formed in 2000 under the name of “Evet (Yes)”. It is still too early
to judge the impact and sustainability of “Evet.” The Roma have a pletho-
ra of national and regional organizations and at least one nationally signif-
icant political party. The Jewish community has become organized around
two different national associations. Armenians tend to form cultural and
religious clubs locally. The nomadic Karakachans have opted for a cultur-
al association, as have the Vlachs and the Gagauz (Turkish-speaking Chris-
tians).

Even government organizations follow civil society patterns of organiza-
tion to attain greater  impact.  The country’s municipalities,  for  example,

have spawned quite a few voluntary munic-
ipal associations,  such as: the National As-
sociation of Municipalities (which enters
heavy negotiations with the government di-
rectly every year, on behalf of its members,
when the national budget is being put togeth-
er); the Association of Democratic (i.e.
UDF-dominated)  Municipalities; as well as

regional associations,  such as the Union of Rhodope Municipalities,  the
Union of Southern Municipalities,  the Association of Historic Cities and
others.

During the turbulence of the 1996-7 protests civil society managed to pass
a very severe test of competence and effectiveness. As the wave of protests
swelled, energies were poured into ad-hoc student and civic committees and
nationwide ad-hoc NGO coalitions and alliances, and the trade unions be-
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came involved. With the help of these organizations, the massive social
explosion was kept within bounds and within the democratic agenda. By the
time that the UDF decided to joint the protests to give them a political
direction – they demanded the resignation of the Socialist government and
early elections – the protest wave had already been contained, placed within
acceptable agendas and organized by civil society bodies.

In other nationally famous instances, too, civil society mobilization
has been crucial to the direction of Bulgaria’s development and to the
democratic agenda. It is not to be forgotten that in November 1989 the
end of the communist regime itself came about due to the protests of na-
scent environmental NGOs against a grandiose project to take the rivers of
Mount Rila and re-direct them to Sofia. Since then, NGOs, usually
aided by the independent media, have managed to encourage government
to take new directions, or at least to stop government from going in non-
democratic directions. NGOs piloted the first regional-level initiatives to
introduce the institution of Ombudsman into Bulgarian decision-making
machinery. Then, working with government and the legislature, NGOs
put together the Law on the National Ombudsman. NGOs have been
heavily involved in writing various laws on the media, the environment,
and social affairs. Over a dozen of NGOs conduct a constant training
seminars for officials, judges, civic groups, and ethnic minorities, provid-
ing them with skills to pursue democratic agendas and contribute to the
process of Bulgaria’s modernization. Clusters of NGOs, acting in unison
and with links to the media, have launched and won a number of debates
that have become emblematic for the 1990s: the great corruption debate;
the debate against government intentions to appoint, rather than elect,
Mayors in towns with under 4,000 inhabitants (NGO pressure lowered this
figure to just 350 inhabitants); the debate regarding residual government
plans to divert rivers for the spurious needs of industry and energy produc-
tion.

Established, influential NGOs exist in the fields of economic develop-
ment, foreign policy, and security, as well. Since 1998, a joint program
between the government and an organization called the NGO Resource
Center has coordinated the re-training and re-settlement of army officers
made redundant under the army modernization process. The same Center
had previously been involved in three regions of the country in organizing
Bulgaria’s first small and micro-lending schemes to enterprising individu-
als. The scheme was so successful by the end of the 1990s that the National
Movement of Simeon the Second appropriated the idea during the parlia-
mentary campaign in the summer of 2001 and made it into government
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policy after the election. The same government set up an NGO Commis-
sion in the National Assembly. The Commission in turn established a
forum of 200 leading NGOs in order to tap into their expertise for go-
vernment policy formation and legislative intentions.

Since the end of the 1990s, the more experienced national and local
NGOs have moved on to new issues of civil society. For example, NGOs
now focus on sustainable and citizen friendly development (via  municipal
and regional Development Councils, convened by NGOs for officials,
business and citizens), the problem of integrating minorities without de-
stroying cultures and identities, and, most recently, bringing isolated and
vulnerable social groups into the mainstream.11

All of this progress alone could not bring civil society into the modern
mainstream without changes in education, particularly at the primary– and
secondary levels. Like other countries emerging from communism, Bul-
garia has attempted to reform its education system, which was structured
after the 1944 communist takeover along strict Soviet lines. Like most
countries entering into education reform, Bulgaria has experienced some
difficulties. Educational modernization is sometimes greeted by the fears of
conservative parents and teachers who do not want to change. In the early
1990s most universities broke away from direct state tutelage, but chose, by
and large, to remain within the state subsidy system. Private establish-
ments did appear, such as the New Bulgarian University in Sofia, the
American University in Blagoevgrad, and the Bîurgas Free University. By
the end of the decade the New Bulgarian University had come to rival the
oldest educational establishment, Sofia University, in terms of enroll-
ment, even though education at NBU was vastly more expensive. The
attraction of the private universities, and later of private schools and col-
leges, was their freer curricula, vastly increased student choice, new modern
subjects and an interactive teaching style, which proved a welcome change
after generations of top-down lecturing. The older state universities had,
by the second half of the 1990s, also been driven to modernize curricula
and teaching, although they remained considerably behind the new and
dynamic private establishments.

Reform at the state schools, still the vast majority of all schools at the
end of the reform decade, moved more slowly. After 1991, the first re-
forms concentrated on a rapid change of textbooks, particularly in the

11 For more details, see: Civil Society and Sustainable Development: Non-Governmental
Organizations and Development in the New Century (Sofia, Center for Social Practices,
2001).
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humanities and history, in order to move away from the communist view
of the world. De-communization in education also led, by 1992, to legis-
lation banning members of the Communist Party from occupying leading
academic posts – Heads of Faculty, University Rectors and so forth – for
a period of five years.

By the mid-1990s new subjects, such as “civic education,” appeared in
school curricula, and attempts were made to introduce subjects dealing
with democracy, constitutionalism, inter-ethnic tolerance and so forth.
By the second half of the 1990s, “mother tongue” teaching was available
for minorities in state schools. In co-operation with various NGOs, go-
vernments after 1997 began introducing textbooks on minorities and in
minority languages into the state school system. A byproduct of this sensi-
tivity to minority issues was the introduction of daily Turkish-language news
services on Bulgarian National Television (BNT). Bulgarian NGOs have
been instrumental in pioneering schemes of Balkan-wide history textbooks,
written by authors drawn from all the countries in the region, in order to
overcome the kind of nationalist historical mythology which has led to
strife, trouble, ethnic cleansing and civil wars. NGOs and the indepen-
dent media have born the main burden of producing and distributing re-
gion-wide periodicals, both electronic and in hard-copy, such as the “Kara-
van” magazine. “Karavan” is distributed regionally as a section to major
national and regional newspapers.

As part of various NGO projects, teachers of state schools have under-
gone training in new subjects and re-training in new, open, and interactive
approaches to teaching. In cooperation with NGOs since the mid-1990s,
governments have structured their education reform policies, negotiated grant
agreements for education with the World Bank, and laid the groundwork for
a change in examination philosophy, moving away from personal teacher-
pupil relations and toward objective national exam criteria. These were im-
plemented in the early spring of 2000. Since 1999 the World Bank has been
funding the main thrust of the reform effort in education. Significant funding
has also come from EU-related projects and programs, as well as from US-
based donors such as the financier-philanthropist George Soros.

As elsewhere, the reform of primary and secondary education in Bulgar-
ia has proven a sticky business, where progress is always minimal when
compared to the effort put into it. The efforts of government, NGOs and
international institutions have been less effective than it was hoped because
of the lukewarm attitude to education reform on the part of the media and
the teacher and parent communities. The slow recovery of School Boards,
aided along by new legislation passed in 2000, has been seen as one way to
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focus and systematize reform energy in school education. There is recogni-
tion across the board that the government alone cannot be expected to
achieve education reform.  Consequently,  society-wide partnerships must
be formed.

A shorter path to a new quality of education, chosen by thousands of
Bulgaria’s young, has been to study abroad. This has become increasingly
less difficult, given the plethora of grants and fee alleviation schemes avail-
able at schools and Universities in both Europe and the USA. Since 1990
the Open Society Foundation alone has helped some 3,000 Bulgarian uni-
versity students, primarily in the humanities, spend time studying abroad.
Other independent funding organizations, such as the “St. St. Cyril and
Methodius Foundation,” fund study abroad in the sciences.

Although they are crucial for the success
of the reform agenda, education, NGOs
and media are only parts of the whole pic-
ture. The great post-communist debate was
– and still is – a wide-ranging and deter-
mined battle for the minds and hearts of the
mass of Bulgarians. Although, for reasons
outlined above, Bulgaria emerged out of
the communist period with some clear points
of democratic potential – such as the ab-
sence of nationalistic and ethno-centric
temptations, sensitivity to issues of rights
and exclusion, pronounced preference for
parliamentary forms of government and so
forth – the general structure of popular at-
titudes was not conducive to rapid democ-
ratization, to market reform or, more gen-
erally, to what later came to be known as
“Europeanization”.

Unlike other Central European countries
in transition, Bulgaria was not blessed with
the memory and the habits of a democratic
pre-war political and societal culture. Po-
litical parties were periodically dissolved by
the Czar, who met little in the way of pop-
ular opposition, starting in 1943. The pop-
ulation itself was 80 percent peasant, suf-
fered from increasing land shortage, and
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lacked a coherent political vision for society. This population held on to
traditional, group-centered forms of life, attitudes and practices. The au-
tonomous mobile individual – who is the foundation of modern society –
was simply not around in sufficient numbers in 1944. On top of this, the
group culture promoted by the communists managed to take some root by
the early 1970s and further weakened the appearance of modern societal
and political cultures. As a result, unlike other transition countries, post-
communist Bulgaria found itself barred from taking the easy route to mo-
dernity – the route of remembering pre-communist times and grafting mo-
dernity on top of that. Modernization was to be part and parcel of the
transition process, making it more difficult, vacillating and checkered by
attempts to retreat from reform agendas. The fact that Bulgarian society
was able to re-design itself around modern attitudes and values at all by the
end of the century is – especially given the unstable Balkan context – quite
a considerable achievement.

A ground-breaking study conducted by the UN’s Development Program
and the Friedrich Ebert Stiftung (Germany) in 1999 found that Bulgarians
had managed to turn various corners and evade the various traps leading
away from European modernity. “Most Bulgarians,” said the study, “cate-
gorically understand that the European and, more specifically, the West
European international context is best suited for the interests of the coun-
try. They also believe that Bulgaria should become an integral part of the
community of those European countries that possess stable democracies
and embody the most modern civilizational trends.”12  Some 83 percent of
Bulgarians, the study found, supported Bulgaria’s integration into the EU
(92 percent of business people and the better educated), and 63 percent
supported membership  in NATO.  The study also found that the young
were in rebellion against the attitudes of their parents’ generation, which
placed a high value on immobility, jobs-for-life and state employment. In
comparison with previous studies conducted over 1992-3, the 1999 UNDP
study found that Bulgarian value systems were evolving away from depen-
dent attitudes, with a considerable rise in the attraction of values such as
responsibility and decisiveness as grounds for personal success. Like all
other studies conducted after 1996, the UNDP also found that Bulgarians
had finally outgrown their generations-long fascination with Russia.

The road to this state of affairs was by no means easy. Over the 1990s

12 Aspirations of the Nation. Results from the Study on the Perceptions of the Bulgarians
and the Bulgarian Elite on the Vision of the “Desired Bulgaria” (in Bulgarian). (Sofia: UN
Development Program and the Friedrich Schtiftung Foundation, 1999), 9.
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Bulgarians found that it was one thing to find the wisdom to avoid the
nationalist dead-ends of some of their neighbors, and quite another to
bridge the gulf with Europe in terms of values, attitudes, motivations and
practices. In the initial flush of enthusiasm for everything non-commu-
nist, by 1992 a full 53 percent of Bulgarians understood that the reforms
were aimed at achieving a market economy, while 36 percent preferred to
stay in a state-run economic system. By the spring of 1993, during the
political stagnation that ensued after a reform government had toppled in
a vote of confidence, only 40 percent of the population approved of priva-
tization, and then only for small and medium enterprises. The portion of
the population that fully supported the market economy had shrunk to just
13 percent in one year. In what became a massive retreat from the agenda
of reform, by the end of the same year no less than 80 percent of Bulgar-
ians believed that the state had a duty to provide jobs for everyone willing
to work.

In the summer of 1994, 42 percent of Bulgarians preferred a state-run
economy. This attitude logically returned the ex-communists to govern-
ment at the end of that year on a far-left platform promising to recover the
state’s role in society and the economy. It was only after this attempt at
reviving socialism collapsed amid the ruins of the financial system (19 banks
failed just in the second half of 1996) and the 2,000 percent hyperinfla-
tion, that the public definitively turned its back on socialist nostalgia. Dur-
ing the bread shortages of January 1997, 43 percent of Bulgarians had
recovered their demand for rapid privatization and market economy. By
March the figure stabilized at around 63 percent.13 Two years after this
turbulent period, the UNDP study cited above captures the new system of
beliefs, hopes, values and aspirations of Bulgarians that has proven durable
since then.

From 1996 to 1998, the Bulgarian public rejected the entire package of
socialism with any sort of face – human, reformist, or otherwise. The
package embodied by the anti-communists – integration with the “West”
and the adoption of “Western” ways of doing things – gained broad accep-
tance.

Two severe tests were to strain the new-found values system: the crisis in
Kosovo in 1999 and the war on terror of 2001. In 1999, the need to take
sides in a war waged on the nation’s borders suddenly made the choice of
“Europe” stark and dangerous. Socialists and various nationalistic intellec-

13 Petar-Emil Mitev, ed. The Bulgarian Transition: challenges and cognition. (Sofia,
Bulgarian Sociological Association 1998), 49-55.
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tuals tried to divert the nation into a position of “neutrality” underpinned
by “Slav internationalism” with Belgrade and Moscow. This time, after
some vacillation, the public chose not to go down the roads of the past and
came down in favor  of participation in the NATO military actions.  By the
end of 1999 all polls demonstrated that faith in NATO membership  and
distrust of Russia had recovered their high values, which had dropped in
the opening weeks of the war in Kosovo. Having survived these hard choices
in the Kosovo crisis, Bulgarian society did not find it difficult to immedi-
ately side with the international reaction and later war on terror in the
autumn of 2001.

There are still some things to watch out for in the Bulgarians’ value
system. One is the residual fascination with the state, particularly among
citizens over 40. A popular explanation here is that, having lived through
the economic disasters of the 1980s and the crises and turbulence of the
1990s, this age group is now exhausted.

A more sensitive political explanation would point to two circumstances
that underpin the residual fascination with the state. First, the reform
agenda that collapsed in 1993-4 was, in retrospect, a purely liberal one,
centered on the autonomous individual, freedoms and responsibilities. When
that ideology failed and both nation and state were teetering on the verge of
collapse in 1996-1997, the leading agenda turned to the reconstruction of
the economy and the state. Consequently, the adult generations at that
time developed a fascination with the state. The political carrier of reform
in Bulgaria – the UDF – changed its ideology at the same time. The UDF
was clearly a liberal party in the early 1990s, but by the end of the decade
it became just as clearly a conservative, Christian Democratic one, even
being accepted as full member in the international Christian-Democratic
alliance – the European People’s Party.

Another thing to watch out for is the evidence that a feeling of depen-
dence has not been definitively left behind. The massive election victory of
Czar Simeon in 2001, on a platform of “care” for everyone, is a symp-
tom of this feeling. Considering the obvious impossibility of the Czar’s
delivering on this election promise, perhaps society will abandon depen-
dent attitudes in the same way that it abandoned nostalgia for socialism
several years ago.

Something that the EU’s annual progress reports on Bulgaria have con-
sistently highlighted is the need for action on rule of law and judicial effec-
tiveness. One weakness that is universal to all post-communist countries,
including the front-runners of Central Europe, plays out in Bulgaria, too.
Specifically, these societies have difficulty grasping the impersonal univer-
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sal norms of conduct and sanction. Given the lack of law and order under
communism, these societies have for generations practiced a survival mech-
anism that evades universal norms by personalizing the contact between the
state and the citizen. Face-to-face contact regarding norms and sanctions
is still the preferred route and is embedded in the mass consciousness. This
not only fuels corrupt practices, it also puts off the moment when equal
cases would be decided equally by an impersonal mechanism of rules en-
forcement.
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FACING THE CHALLENGES OF
SECURITY IN THE NEW
DEMOCRACY

The establishment of the rule of law is at the very heart of a successful
transition to and consolidation of democracy. The adoption and en-

forcement of constituent legal acts, such as the Constitution, is of central
importance to the rule of law.

The 1990s have seen Bulgarians go down a tortuous path of attempts to
deal with the emerging issues of internal security and stability. The major
political conflicts of the transition in Bulgaria, unlike elsewhere, were resolved
in a peaceful and institutional manner despite several waves of massive popu-
lar discontent and nation-wide protest, such as the wave in early 1997.

Resolving political clashes within the framework of the rule of law and
within established institutions is crucially im-
portant to the security and stability of Bulgar-
ia, placed as it is in a volatile region. Security
and stability are also, needless to say, of cru-
cial importance for economic development. An
effective and well-trained judiciary is a key fac-
tor contributing to the rule of law, and also to
the functioning of a market economy.

The transformation of a whole series of state
institutions to serve rule of law, rather than the
agencies of communist repression, was one of
the significant achievements of the Bulgarian tran-
sition through the 1990s and into the opening of
the 21st century. The ensuing challenges of this
transformation have preoccupied the minds and
efforts of political leaders across the spectrum.

INSTITUTIONAL AND LEGAL FRAMEWORK

THE NATIONAL SECURITY CONCEPT

The institutional underpinning of internal security can only be examined
against the background of the National Security Concept, in force since
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1998. This Concept was worked out over time, following a series of de-
bates on the emerging realities at the turn of the century.

The Concept is, broadly speaking, structured along three basic ele-
ments. First, security is conceived in a broad context, to include novel
threats, such as those posed by trans-national organized crime, drug traf-
ficking and terrorism. It is a perception that considers “soft” security mat-
ters linked to stability and security, the capacity to pursue and achieve the
political goals of integration into EU and NATO. It incorporates the view
that organized crime poses threats to national security.

Second, Bulgarian national security is perceived as intrinsically linked
to European and Atlantic security, thus making international co-operation
a fundamental precondition for ensuring security.

Third, emphasis is placed on the “production” rather than “consump-
tion” of security, thus focusing on a result-oriented approach to issues.

This broad approach has resulted in intensified regional cooperation ef-
forts over the last couple of years. Notably, the Concept of National
Security is the outcome of a policy shift, which has taken place within the
political and the expert communities in Bulgaria. Two elements can be
outlined at this juncture. First, there is consensus that national security
can only be perceived in the multiplicity of potential threats and in their
potential to destabilize polity, economy and society. Second, predomi-
nance is given to the linkage between security and the capacity to pursue the
consensually defined goals of European and Atlantic integration. These two
elements inform the entire framework of Bulgarian authorities’ institutional
and legislative efforts.

NATIONAL STRATEGIES FOR COMBATING CRIME

Numerous documents aimed at organizing the state’s efforts to combat
crime have been adopted during the 1990s. The most important of these was

a strategy document adopted in 1998. This
document develops the National Security Con-
cept in greater  detail and stipulates the modes
of implementation in the area of internal se-
curity.

The Strategy’s core is made up of two main
premises. First, it states that the protection
of citizens’ constitutional rights is the main
purpose of all security efforts. Second, it sug-
gests that internal security will be ensured
through crime prevention. The strategy is
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designed to create stable, sustainable development and facilitate comple-
tion of the strategic tasks required for integration into EU and NATO.

The strategy highlights a few major remaining tasks. It demands the
enhancement of Bulgaria’s system of public administration. This task re-
quires the demilitarization of the Ministry of Interior, the strengthening of
the judiciary, and the improvement of institutional co-operation. The anti-
crime strategy emphasizes the importance of combating economic crime
and the completion of structural reforms. The document lays out separate
sets of measures for the areas of: crime prevention, international coopera-
tion, drug trafficking, organized crime, corruption, illegal immigration,
money laundering, penal policy, judicial reform, criminal procedure re-
form, information systems, data protection, etc.

The implementation of this very ambitious strategy sets the agenda to
this day. Presently, the greatest efforts are focused in the area of judicial
reform, improving judicial information systems and training for judges and
magistrates. The year 2002 will see the implementation of newly evolved
strategies for judicial reform (with most emphasis on training in EU law,
streamlining of the administration of courts, expansion of judicial staff,
etc.) and for combating corruption (with most emphasis on the continua-
tion of legislative harmonization with EU law, better enforcement of legal
provisions, improved cooperation in view of more effective prosecution,
etc.). The implementation of the National Strategy is continuously being
monitored and evaluated.

INSTITUTIONAL EVOLUTION

The Constitution in 1991, which enshrines the separation of powers, is the
starting point of any overview of any aspect of institutional development. The
Acts on the Judiciary, the Ministry of Interior Acts of 1991 and 1997, secon-
dary legal instruments dealing with the prerogatives of the intelligence services,
and the numerous amendments to the Penal and Penal Procedure Codes con-
stitute the backbone of the current system of law enforcement and application.

Administrative reform has been an integral part of this package. The Act
of Public Administration and the Act on Civil Servants have led to the
complete transformation of public administration with positive impact on
the work of law enforcement agencies. Key elements of the reform include
a transparent and clearly structured system of administration, a clear de-
lineation of expert and political levels in the system, the introduction of
political cabinets, the introduction of common educational and profession-
al criteria for each position in the single classificatory grid of public ad-
ministration, the introduction of well-defined career paths and so forth.
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Laws were also passed to allow the demilitarization of the central admin-
istration of the law enforcement agencies. The implementation of the package
has allowed the consolidation of a modern civil service structure.

STRUCTURE OF THE MINISTRY OF THE INTERIOR

The 1997 Ministry of the Interior  Act stipulates the creation of six new
national security services, the most important being the National Security
Service (NSS), the National Service for Combating Organized Crime
(NSCOC) and the National Border Police Service (NBPS). The law marks
a change of philosophy from the previous 1991 Ministry of Interior Act,
and ensures greater operational and analytical roles for the National Ser-
vices while maintaining functional division of responsibility.

The law provides considerable space for civil and parliamentary control
through the political cabinet of the Minister of Interior and the work of
permanent and ad hoc Parliamentary Committees dealing with security and
law and order issues. The Political Cabinet of the Minister performs ana-
lytical and advisory functions and its members include the deputy minis-
ters, the head of the press office, the Parliamentary Secretary and the head
of the Cabinet. These are political appointments and constitute the politi-
cal segment of the system, directly accountable to Parliament.

A brief look at the National Services provides an overview of the division
of responsibility in the law enforcement structures. The National Security
Service is entrusted with the protection of national interests and security,
where these might be endangered by individuals, organizations and states
who seek to threaten the constitutional order, the territory of the state, or
its sovereignty. It also seeks to protect the financial, economic and envi-
ronmental security of the country where these might be threatened by indi-
viduals and organizations. The service is also entrusted with the task of
protecting the country against international terrorism and illegal migration
linked to terrorist activity.

The National Service for Combating Organized Crime is the main spe-
cialized service for combating indigenous and international criminal groups.
The Republic of Bulgaria has adopted the EU’s legal definition of a criminal
organization (involving criminal activity of more than two individuals). This
service investigates criminality in the following areas: economic and financial
crime, drug trafficking, illegal immigration, money laundering, smuggling
of arms and goods with dual use, smuggling of stolen vehicles, corruption
and gambling fraud. The service takes part in controlled deliveries.

The National Border Police Service performs the task of protection and
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control of the borders of Bulgaria. It handles the passage of individuals and
vehicles through the borders, detains individuals who have violated the
border regime provisions, prevents and investigates criminal acts in the
border zone areas, performs checks for possession of arms and dangerous
substances, collects information relating to the national security and re-
solves border regime incidents. The NBPS is the successor in function of
the military border guard and was established with the passage of the 1997
Ministry of Interior Act.

The National Police Service ensures public order and control of foreign
nationals. The National Service of the Gendarmerie is tasked with ensuring
public order outside cities and the protection of strategic sites around the
country. The National Service of Fire and Emergency Safety is the last of
the central services of the Ministry of Interior.

THE POLICE ACADEMY

Since 1997, the work of the Police Academy has also been transformed.
The structure of the Police Faculty has been reorganized with the introduc-
tion of three separate departments: “Theory of Investigative Work,” “Crime
Prevention,” and “Legal Matters.” The first department includes training in
the areas of theory and practice of investigations, legal provisions of inves-
tigative work, and so on. The second department focuses on two main
areas: economic crime and organized crime. The third department is sub-
divided into three units: Administrative Law, Penal and Penal Procedure
Law and Civil Law.

In addition, a special Center for Specialization and Advanced Train-
ing has been founded over recent years. This Center carries out training
courses for senior officers, provides specialized training in various fields
and pursues international cooperation with foreign partners.

An entire new curriculum has been devised for the initial training of
university-educated officers. The program was constructed with the assis-
tance of experts from France and Germany. Nineteen-ninety eight saw the
introduction of a new MA Program on “Countering Crime and Maintain-
ing Public Order.” Emphasis is placed on policing and EU law, strategic
management, policing strategy, and psychology of policing. The curricu-
lum also includes courses on International Public Law, EU Law in the
area of Justice and Home Affairs, and also International Penal Law.

A special course on “European Police Integration” is being taught at the
Police Academy. The course deals with human rights protection, Europe-
an police cooperation, Europol, and the police work ethic. Assistance for
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the transformation of the training programs of the Academy has come from
many sources, notably from the governments of France and Germany and
the UNHCR.

ROLE OF PARLIAMENT AND THE COUNCIL ON NATIONAL SECURITY

The Consultative Council on National Security, attached to the Presi-
dent of the Republic, forms a crucial security nucleus. It is uniquely placed
to bring together the President, the Prime Minister, and all Ministers with
responsibilities relating to national security, all Parliamentary leaders and
the Chief of Staff. This Council is related to the role of the President as
Commander-in-Chief of the armed forces.  The circle of participants can
be extended upon need.

The main function of this Council is analytical and consultative, but its
decisions have immediate foreign and domestic policy implications. The
results of the Council’s work carry enormous weight with public opinion.
The Council meets regularly to review the security situation as it pertains to
Bulgaria. Extensive reports from the intelligence services are subjected to
examination for policy implications.

The role of the Council is most apparent in situations of crisis. During
the Kosovo crisis of 1999, the Council met in various formats every couple
of days to review incoming information about the quickly evolving situation
and the parameters of Bulgaria’s response. Following the terrorist acts of
September 11, 2001, the Council met on a number of occasions to assess
the immediate repercussions of the acts for Bulgarian national security.
The wider implications of the new terrorist threat led the President to con-
vene the Council with the specific purpose of strategic analysis. A formal
decision was made to discuss and elaborate amendments to the National
Security Concept with the threat of terrorism in mind. Certain proposals
have already been drafted and are currently being debated in Parliament.

One of the Council’s shortcomings is the insufficient number of special-
ists involved in its work.

There is also a Security Council attached to the Government. This
Council was established in 1998. It functions on the basis of the National
Security Plan adopted in the same year. In addition to the Ministers of
Defense, Interior, and Foreign Affairs, it also includes the Deputy Minis-
ters of Defense and Foreign Affairs, the Chief Secretary of the Ministry of
Interior and the Directors of the National Intelligence Service and the
National Security Services.

This Council is the main organ that determines government policy in the
area of national security. It analyzes incoming information on security
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threats, delivers short– and long-term risk assessments, proposes concrete
resolution plans in situations of crisis and decides on the allocation and use
of the resources of the executive. The Council also produces reports and
has a permanent civil servant staff headed by a Secretary of the Security
Council. When needed, the Council relies on expertise from the Ministries
of Interior and Defense.

The legislature also has a crucial role to play in matters regarding secu-
rity. The National Assembly has two bodies that deal with such matters:
the permanent Parliamentary Committee on Foreign Policy and Security,
and the Parliamentary Committee on Public Order and Internal Affairs.
Both have the powers to summon the Ministers of Defense and Interior
and the directors of the security services, as well as to propose legislative
measures, discuss and amend incoming bills relating to national security.
The Committees may convene to discuss matters of urgency, as well as to
discuss and propose amendments to the National Security Concept.

Such has been the case in the aftermath of the terrorist attacks on the
US. Over the month of October 2001, the committees held a series of
meetings with the directors of the security services and made proposals for
the updating of the Concept in view of the emerging security situation
worldwide.

The Committees have the power to establish ad hoc committees and
have expert staff at their disposal. The Committee on Public Order and
Internal Affairs exercises control over the databases of the Ministry of Inte-
rior and ensures accountability.

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

The issue of international cooperation is examined in more detail in a
separate chapter. At this stage, it is important to highlight the extent to
which Bulgarian authorities responsible for ensuring internal security have
become a part of the international cooperation frameworks.

According to the philosophy of the National Strategy for Combating Crime,
domestic success relies on extensive international cooperation. Consequent-
ly, particular emphasis has been placed on the strengthening of international
cooperation units of the law enforcement agencies. Extensive use has been
made of long-term secondments of experienced officials from the EU mem-
ber states and the US. These secondments are part of cooperation agree-
ments, which in most cases envisage direct transfer of institutional know-
how.
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COMBATING ORGANIZED CRIME AND

STRENGTHENING THE JUDICIARY

In response to experience and current trends in crime, the 1998 National
Strategy for Combating Crime is updated on a regular basis. Bulgaria’s
EU accession negotiations also inform amendments to the Strategy. This
section will focus on the development of one of the main instrument for
combating organized crime – the National Service for Combating Orga-
nized Crime (NSCOC).

AN INSTITUTION IN FOCUS: NATIONAL SERVICE FOR

COMBATING ORGANIZED CRIME (NSCOC)
The National Service for Combating Organized Crime (NSCOC) of the

Ministry of Interior was established in 1991 by a decree of the Government
of Bulgaria. The main idea for the creation of a separate law enforcement
agency to deal specifically with organized crime was to counter the increase
of criminal activity after the gradual opening of the country following the
collapse of the communist political system. As already mentioned, 1997 saw
the adoption of the Ministry of Interior Act, whose purpose was to radically
improve the structure of the Ministry. As a result, the then Central Service
for Combating Organized Crime was re-organized into a National Service
for Combating Organized Crime and its tasks were redefined.

Article 89 of the law stipulates the main functions of the service.  Its
central responsibility is to counter organized crime in the following areas:
economic and financial activity; terrorist acts; smuggling and illegal trade in
arms, strategic substances, goods with dual use, motor vehicles, histori-
cal and cultural valuables; illegal entry in the country and trafficking of
people; illegal trafficking, production and trade in drugs and narcotic sub-
stances and resources for their production; money-laundering and invest-
ment of funds derived from criminal activity; use of threat to force conclu-
sion of transactions; forfeiting, production and introduction of forfeited
currency notes and shares; investment and acquisition of undue profits from
gambling; corruption in public administration.

Article 91 of the law clearly stipulates the rights and obligations of the
officers of the NSCOC in the fulfillment of their functions. The bodies of
the service:

• Collect, collate, and keep information about individuals, activities
and facts relating to organized crime;

• Prevent and uncover criminal activity and take part in criminal in-
vestigation;
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•· Carry out operational and investigative tasks in the border areas;
• Carry out controlled deliveries in concert with the customs authorities;
• Use special investigative measures.

The use of such measures is clearly regulated by the Special Investigative
Measures Act, adopted on October 21, 1997. The operational tasks of the
service are thus defined on two levels:

A.  Measures to counter organized crime in its immediate forms through:
• Accumulation of information about the structures of organized crime;
• Discovery, interception, prevention and collecting of information

about criminal activity;
• Detection of individuals involved in the various stages of committing

criminal acts.

B.  Measures to prevent the derivation of profits from criminal activity
and their investment in the economic and financial system through:

• Neutralization of attempts to legalize illegally derived profits;
• Countering of attempts at establishing monopolies in key economic

sectors;
• Accumulation of information on external financial flows with dubi-

ous origin;
• More active international cooperation through the widening of infor-

mation exchange with our partners in the EU.

In terms of internal division of responsibility, the NSCOC’s structure
reflects the perceived structure of organized crime. The work of the service
is divided among five divisions:
Division 1 – Countering of smuggling. Its tasks are subdivided into three

sectors: excise goods, smuggling of commercial products and
hazardous materials, and counter-proliferation.

Division 2 – Organized crime in the economy. Its tasks are subdivided into
five sectors: organized crime in the financial system; tax admini-
stration, insurance fraud and investment funds; counterfeiting;
illicit gambling; and intellectual rights violations.

Division 3 – Counter-narcotics. Its tasks are subdivided into two sectors:
narcotic substances and precursors and narcotic crops.

Division 4 – Counter-terrorism. Its tasks are divided into two sectors: in-
ternational counter-terrorism and internal counter-terrorism.

Division 5 – Coordination, information and analysis. Its tasks are divided
into three sectors: coordination, information and analysis, in-
ternational cooperation, and information databases.
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The 1997 Ministry of the Interior Act provides the legal basis for the
coordination of activities of the national services of the Ministry of Interi-
or. Article 92, paragraphs 2 and 3, create a legal obligation for the servic-
es to exchange information relating to organized crime. The NSCOC, for
its part, has the responsibility to collect, analyze, keep, and provide in-
formation on organized crime.

Cooperation with the other law enforcement agencies is regulated in
Decree No 295 of July 16, 1997. In addition, by force of a Decision of
the Government of Bulgaria, taken on December 5, 1997, a single,
unified information system for countering crime is to be established. This
system is now being set up.

STRENGTHENING THE JUDICIARY

The adoption of the Bulgarian Constitution in 1991 marked the com-
plete overhaul of the judicial system and provided for an entirely new orga-
nization of the judiciary. The main law implementing these constitutional
provisions was the Judiciary Act of 1994, which finally led to the establish-
ment of a classical three-level system of justice. The system of courts of
appeal was thereby further enhanced. The Supreme Court of Cassation
and the Supreme Administrative Court were also established.

The 1998 Amendments to the Judiciary Act brought about the eventual
full compliance with the provisions of the Constitution on court structure.
Thus, the reform of the judiciary in terms of constitutional compliance was
brought to a successful end. Numerous challenges remain and the accu-
mulated experience has been used to draft a new Strategy for Further
Reform of the Judiciary, which was adopted in 2001. The document fore-
sees a five-year timeframe, and divides implementation into short-, me-
dium- and long-term tasks.

The aims of the Strategy are to further uphold the rule and the supre-
macy of the law, the division of powers and the independence of the judi-
ciary, to ensure the maximum protection of the rights of the citizen and
access to justice as well as to ensure the precise application of EU law in
preparation of Bulgaria’s accession. These aims seek to address the main
challenges that remain. The inefficiency of the courts and the backlog of
cases have been the major shortcomings so far. Furthermore, the judges’
preparedness to apply EU law is less than adequate.

Certain key areas of the strategy need to be highlighted. Institutional
capacity will be enhanced through an improved uniform system of recruit-
ment and promotion on the basis of objective criteria. A compulsory pro-
gram of training in EU law will also be implemented. An investment
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program will be introduced to ensure the linkage of the individual courts’
separate computer systems with those of the prosecution and investigative
service. In order to further strengthen the independence of the judicia-
ry, the Supreme Judicial Council will receive investment in order to
improve its policy-making and strategic management capacity. The Su-
preme Judicial Council is also to develop its legal obligation to investigate
allegations of misconduct of judges.

The Strategy envisages measures to improve cooperation between the
Ministry of Justice and the Judiciary. The Magistrates Training Center was
established in 1998 and will receive further support from the state budget in
order to retrain judges in EU law.

ORGANIZED CRIME AND FUTURE CHALLENGES

Organized crime has clearly emerged as a major threat to the democratic
polity. The “double transition” to democracy and market economy has led
to momentous social and political transformations, which in turn have
opened spaces for organized criminal activity. This has been facilitated by
the uneven quality of political leadership  and government in the early
1990s. The proximity of a turbulent Yugoslavia under an international
embargo at a time of ineffectual governance at home (in the early to mid-
1990s) also presented opportunities for organized criminal groups to emerge.
The existence of regional conflicts generating instability and criminality and
the general increase in trans-border crime are also important processes that
bear on the fight against organized crime.

This section will briefly examine the evolution of the organized crime
situation during the 1990s and point to some remaining challenges.

The evolution of organized crime can be divided into two quite distinct
phases. The first phase encompasses the period 1992-1996, while the sec-
ond began in 1997 and continues into the present.

The context of the first phase needs to be articulated at some detail. A
weak, ineffectual government, supported by a volatile and narrow majori-
ty in Parliament, stalled dialogue with EU and NATO, suspended judicial
reform, engaged in under-the-counter privatization, effectively gave up
on law enforcement, presided over massive violations of the embargo on
former Yugoslavia, and allowed an unprecedented depletion of the law
enforcement agencies’ personnel. These are the features of the 1992-1994
period that led to the flourishing of criminal activity and the accumulation
of criminal capital.
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The period between 1994 and late 1996 exhibited somewhat different
features. These years were marked by the attempts of criminal groups, in
many cases rather successfully, to legalize their profits through privatiza-
tion. This was accompanied by the continued general strengthening of or-
ganized criminal groups, to their deeper penetration of the economy and
to their increasingly successful attempts to influence the nation’s political
agenda. This was also a time of increased threat of penetration of foreign
organized criminal groups.

The collapse of the BSP government in late 1996 and early 1997 marked
a turning point with the emergence of a clear majority in support of a
fundamental change of policy and complete overhaul of the politics of inde-
cision and stalled EU and NATO dialogue. Indeed, 1997 marks the begin-
ning of a period of radical institutional reform in politics and economy.
The period between 1997 and 2001 witnessed, for the first time since 1989,
the successful implementation of a governmental program of radical reform
in all areas of public life. This reforms included a complete overhaul of the
law enforcement system, transparent and fast privatization, accession ne-
gotiations with the EU entailing significant legal and institutional changes,
improvements in the judicial process, notable institution-building in the
areas of border control, money-laundering, migration, asylum, intellec-
tual property rights, and other important reforms.

The impact of these reforms on organized crime was significant, resulting
in the containment and reduction of crime. Criminal groups have been mar-
ginalized and forced to “export” their criminal operations to less predictable
and stable areas. The increasing involvement of large international compa-
nies in the Bulgarian economy and the more stringent control over the origin
of capital in privatization deals has forced criminal groups to look for other
countries in which to invest their criminal capital. The general tightening of
law enforcement and increased cooperation with the EU member-states and
the US has also prevented foreign criminal groups from creating strong crim-
inal networks on the territory of Bulgaria. Over the past couple of years,
more than 100 individuals, mainly nationals of the successor states of the
Soviet Union, have been either asked to leave the country or expelled.

The forms of organized crime have varied over the past 12 years. The
period 1992-1996 was characterized by the involvement of former members
of the communist “nomenklatura” in economic fraud, depletion of compa-
ny assets through various mechanisms of asset stripping,  banking fraud,  tax
fraud and export of capital. Another distinct social group – that of former
sportsmen, once pampered by the communist regime and then abandoned
– provided the basis for the emerging gangs involved in racketeering, “force-
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The intensive
international
cooperation of law
enforcement and law
application authorities
are increasingly
forcing criminals to
divest their assets and
seek protection
abroad.

ful insurance” (as it came to be known) of property and vehicles, extor-
tion, trafficking in stolen vehicles and CD piracy.

Very early on the “nomenklatura” and the sportsmen came to mutually
advantageous arrangements that in effect marked the start of serious orga-
nized crime. The violations of the embargo regime on Yugoslavia provided
an entirely an untapped source of income through smuggling of petrol and
various goods. These violations provided the basis for financial expansion
of these groups. Some succeeded in investing their capital during the priva-
tization process.

The main trend that has emerged since the mid-1990s is the increasing
integration of small criminal groups into an organized trans-border crimi-
nal chain.

The implementation of radical reform since 1997 has transformed the
organized crime situation. Racketeering, forceful insurance and violation
of intellectual property rights have been virtually wiped out and Bulgaria
has been removed from the “blacklists” of pirate CD producers. The smug-
gling of stolen vehicles and human beings has been reduced and contained.
Significant progress has been made in reducing
drug trafficking. As a result, organized crim-
inal groups have been forced to seek niches of
criminal activity mainly as a links in interna-
tional criminal groups.

The intensive international cooperation of
law enforcement and law application authori-
ties are increasingly forcing criminals to divest
their assets and seek protection abroad. Inter-
national criminal groups originating from re-
gions where crime is rife have not managed to
establish a significant criminal network on the
territory of Bulgaria.

SOME REMAINING CHALLENGES

Certain areas of criminality remain to be tackled more effectively. While
reduced and contained, the trafficking of drugs and human beings will
continue to require increased effort. The increasing attraction of Bulgaria
as a future member of the EU and NATO will mean more attempts by
organized criminal groups to establish a foothold in the country with a
view to penetrating the EU heartland in the future. In this context, the
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structure of crime in Bulgaria is notable. For the year 2000, 72.3 percent
of all registered crimes were property crimes, while only 9.9 percent of all
crime was directed against people. A more effective strategy of response to
property crimes is necessary in order to enhance the citizens’ feeling of
security.

The challenges remain, but the framework to meet them is by now in
place. The country now has a consolidated judicial and law enforcement
system increasingly working in concert with the EU member states and the
international institutions. Bulgaria has reduced and contained criminality
and the effects of its efforts over the last 5 years will continue to ensure the
successful implementation of the political priorities of EU and NATO im-
plementation and economic development.
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AN EMERGING ECONOMIC
FACTOR

MACROECONOMIC STABILIZATION SINCE 1997

Since 1997 Bulgaria’s economy went through two waves of the business
cycle during the period from 1991-2001. The first wave started with the

peak in 1991, continued through the trough in 1993 and reached another
modest peak in 1995. The second wave started with that 1995 peak and
continued through the recession in 1997. That wave has been in its recov-
ery and expansion phase since 1998. By the end of year 2001 the Bulgarian
economy was still in growth phase.

This development is especially remarkable in light of the fact that this is
a small open economy greatly influenced by external factors. Several re-
gional and international crises have influenced the Bulgarian economy in
recent years. In 1999 two crises developed – the East-Asian financial crisis
and the conflict in Kosovo. Two
financial crises in neighboring Tur-
key followed, and the develop-
ments in the world economy after
the terrorist attacks in USA on
September 11, 2001 have also af-
fected the Bulgarian economy. In
March 2001 one of the major en-
gines of the world economy – the
United States – entered a reces-
sion. Although initially not very
severe, this recession and its con-
comitant capital market volatili-
ty, in combination with the ter-
rorist attacks and the war in Af-
ghanistan the recession, have
made a deep impact on the US and world economy. In the midst of these
turbulent times, Bulgaria has managed to overcome its own 1997 recession
and to continue on the path toward economic recovery and growth.

Figure 1. GDP and Inflation
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In the era of
globalization, the

Bulgarian economy
has opened even more
to the world in recent

years.

Since 1998 the Bulgarian economy1 has being enjoying stable economic
growth. This successful macroeconomic stabilization has been due to many
factors, namely the restructuring after privatization, the introduction of the
Currency Board, the restrictive fiscal policy, the improved business climate,
improved legislation, the free movement of capital, etc. Their general im-
pact leads to a systematical growth in GDP. It has reached a peak of 5.8%
in 2000 GDP per capita reached 24% of the EU average figure, which was
a great improvement compared to previous years.

The achievements in macroeconomic stabilization were facilitated by the
introduction of a Currency Board in July 1997, when the Bulgarian cur-
rency (BGL) was pegged to the German Mark (1 BGL=1 DEM). In Jan-
uary 1999 the BGL was pegged to the Euro at the fixed rate of the DEM (1
Euro = 1.95583 BGL). For the foreseeable future the plan is to keep the
Currency Board intact.

The stable growth made possible by the currency board was accompa-
nied by a rapidly decreasing budget deficit, and the balance-of-payments
deficit was brought under control. The high growth was and continues to
be supported by a high ratio of Investment to GDP (investment was 16%
of GDP in 2000), although improvements in this area are needed.

In the era of globalization, the Bulgari-
an economy has opened even more to the
world in recent years. One of the main indi-
cators of openness, the sum of import and
export, reached 122% of the GDP in 2000.
In December 1999 Bulgaria received an of-
ficial invitation to start negotiations for EU
accession, and by the end of 2001 Bulgaria
has closed 12 out of 30 chapters. The rest of

the negotiations should conclude by 2003. Leaders envision 2007 as the
year in which Bulgaria will join the EU. By now Bulgaria’s main trade
partner is the European Union. Already more than half of Bulgaria’s ex-
port, as well as half of its import, is to and from the EU. This is one more
indication of Bulgaria’s directed striving toward accession into the EU.
Bulgaria’s exports to EU function as a growth engine for the country’s
domestic economy. Most of the export consists of food and manufacturing
goods, while imports from the EU consist mainly of machinery, transport
and other  equipment.

1 Data published by National Statistical Institute, Bulgarian National Bank, Agency
for Economic Analysis and Forecasting, and author’s own calculations. Data for year
2001 are preliminary or estimates.
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Bulgaria’s external debt has not
increased and, indeed, even de-
creased in 2001. The ratio of ex-
ternal debt to GDP decreased
from 160% in 1991 to 73% in
2001. Each year debt comes clos-
er to the desired level of 60% or
less of GDP. The base interest
rate of the central bank (BNB)
decreased significantly (to 4.5% in
2001) and has stabilized in the
last couple of years. The same is
true for the exchange rate after
the introduction of the Currency
Board. The stable exchange rate
brought high confidence in the financial system and made possible long-
term business plans.

The business climate has improved significantly. More than 60,000 com-
panies are registered for VAT and the number is increasing. Small and
medium sized enterprises make up the bulk of these companies. They give
25% of the value added and provide 40% of the jobs in Bulgaria. The two
major business indicators, “Confidence in Industry” and “Business Cli-
mate Indicator,” rose steadily in the recent years.

Entry into and exit from the market place are much easier now than
before, but the licensing regime, preferences, and the legislation regulat-
ing local administration powers need further improvement. Contract en-
forcement has improved greatly, although it is sometimes difficult to im-
plement the existing regulations. Business ethics and trust are not always
satisfactory.

During year 2001 inflation was under control. The annual average level
was 7.3% for 2001, down from 10.3% for the year 2000. The bulk of the
inflation is due to external factors, notably the increase in the world prices
of oil and gas. The price of food on average decreased slightly in 2001,
while the prices of services, health care and transportation increased. En-
ergy prices, especially the prices of electricity and heating have increased
and will continue to increase in order to level off with their actual produc-
tion cost. The year 2001 will also be remembered for its several month of
deflation. Of course, deflation could be as harmful to the economy as
inflation, but in this case it brought new highs in the morale and spirit of
the Bulgarian people.

Figure 2. External debt and budget deficit
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 Labor productivity
grew consistently and
the fastest growth was

registered in the
industrial sector.

Employment in the
private sector has

increased while the
public sector’s share

has decreased
considerably.

The average wage increased in real terms by 3.9% in 2001. This repre-
sented the continuation of a slow increase that was in place for most of
the period after 1997. The average monthly wage increased from $53 in
1991 to $112 in 2000. The minimum wage established by the state has
increased, and in 2001 reached 38% of the average wage. Unemployment
benefits were between 26% and 49% of the average wage. The official
data show that the wages in the private sector were slightly lower than in
the public sector. The average pension equaled 36% of the average wage
in the country.

Inflation and unemployment arguably are the two major problems for
the Bulgarian economy. While the inflation was mostly due to external
factors and was under control in 2001, the problem of unemployment has

been a persistent one. The unemployment
rate was down to 12% in 1998, but in 2001
an estimated 18-19% of the labor force was
unemployed. This unemployment is caused
mainly by the structural changes in the Bul-
garian economy in recent years and thus is
a natural process for the economic recov-
ery and growth. Labor productivity grew
consistently and the fastest growth was reg-
istered in the industrial sector. Employment
in the private sector has increased while the
public sector’s share has decreased consid-
erably.

Unemployment is heavily influenced by
the underdevelopment of infrastructure, by

the low mobility of the labor force, as well as by some tax and social policy
problems. The employment rate is low (51%) and economic activity is
even lower (47%). This means that many people, for one reason or an-
other, have exited the labor force altogether.

The population pool is also shrinking and the population as a whole is
decreasing. The decline in population is due to demographic and economic
factors, but its impact on the labor force might be significant in the long
term. Demographic factors include the drastically dropping birth rate and
the aging population.  Economic hardship  as well as the desire to travel
and fulfill professional careers has led many Bulgarians to choose a path of
emigration or temporary residence outside Bulgaria. The stable economic
growth and the expected accession to EU might bring many emigrants
back.
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Economic prosperity
might also allow
people to have more
children, and this in
turn would improve
the demographic
structure of the aging
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Economic prosperity might also allow peo-
ple to have more children, and this in turn
would improve the demographic structure of
the aging Bulgarian population. The demo-
graphic crisis is not unique to Bulgaria, as most
European countries are having similar
demographic problems.

More than half of the unemployed are long-
term unemployed. The unemployment rates are
very high for the very young segments of the
labor force, who are just entering the market, as well as for older people
reaching the end of their productive years. Regional differences in unem-
ployment are important in Bulgaria. While in the capital city of Sofia the
unemployment rate is down to single digits, in other regions the unem-
ployment rate reaches 30%. It is fair to say that Bulgaria has a problem
with job creation and the maintenance of an effective labor market, rather
than an unemployment problem. The solution in this area has to be fo-
cused on the creation of more jobs so that unemployment benefit checks are
replaced, slowly but surely, by paychecks. Currently, an average of 38
unemployed people compete for every job opening. Creating more jobs
means not just any jobs, but jobs with prospects for career advancement,
jobs in contemporary fields, and jobs requiring better training and qualifi-
cation. For example, the percentage of the population employed in agri-
culture is falling for good, and as productivity in this sector increases that
percentage will need to fall even further.

Another way to address the unemployment problem is to help busines-
ses create more jobs. The Bulgarian government should offer more tax
relief to employers who create new jobs and make investments in human
capital. Help should be offered to the unemployed to re-educate them-
selves and improve their skills and qualifications. There are indications that
a significant part of the young labor force is absorbed by the gray econo-
my, where they work unregulated for lower salaries and without any ben-
efits. Of course, with further stabilization and growth of the Bulgarian
economy as well as the implementation of the existing legislation, the gray
economy will hopefully be driven out.

Despite the stable economic growth, the quality of life for Bulgarian
people is far from ideal, especially for some low-income groups. Many
households still spend 50% or more of their income on food and many
have decreased drastically their expenses for heating and hot water by
simply reducing or refusing the central heating services altogether. During
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the cold winters going without heat and hot water is more than just an
inconvenience. This practice presents a serious a health risk, as well,
especially to the elderly. The Health Insurance Act and the Social Security
Code were adopted in order to regulate the ongoing social reforms, pen-
sion benefits and health insurance changes. Health insurance is a relative-
ly new addition to social life in Bulgaria. It needs to expand and cover the
whole population, and employers and employees should share the financial
responsibility. The state’s financial help should focus on the unemployed,
retired people and other vulnerable groups.

Macroeconomic stability is a pre-condition for the development of the
financial system. The privatization and restructuring of the banking sector
were very successful, and major banking indicators improved drastically.
The ratio measuring the “depth” of the banking sector (Quasi-money per
GDP) decreased from the high levels of 50-60% in 1997 to the more ap-
propriate levels of 20% or less. The money supply increased by 5% in real
terms in 2001.  The restructured bank sector  needs to participate more in
helping to restructure the rest of the economy. In fact, the banking system
has the potential to become a powerful tool and engine for the structural
changes that have already begun in all aspects of social and economic life.

The capital market in Bulgaria started almost from ground zero after
1989. The Bulgarian Stock Exchange is functioning now and the market
capitalization of the listed companies is approximately 4.5% of GDP. The
turnout is still low, but it is increasing.

Bulgarian infrastructure, though underdeveloped, is improving signifi-
cantly. In some areas this is happening with the help of EU. The statio-
nary telephone network is slowly improving and the mobile telephone net-
work is booming. Mobile phones are becoming a staple for businesses and
individuals, and the mobile network is extremely dynamic and competitive,
and it covers most of the country’s territory. Mobile phones have made
business activities possible in areas where the stationary telephone network is
still not developed.

PRIVATIZATION AND RESTITUTION

The privatization process in Bulgaria started in 1992. The highest point
was in 1999, when several heavily indebted, large-scale state-owned enter-
prises were privatized. In that year alone, more than 1200 deals were
closed and the revenue reached $2.5 billion. By the end of the year 2000,
more than half of the assets of all state owned enterprises were privatized.
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In industry alone 90% of formerly state-owned assets are now in private
hands. The manufacturing sector is almost entirely private. The private
sector as a whole produces 70% of GDP and its share is constantly in-
creasing.

At the end of the year 2001, the
privatization process has somewhat
slowed down. There are still a small
number of large and profitable com-
panies scheduled for privatization in
year 2002, however. Additional
measures are being taken in order
to increase the transparency and fair-
ness of the privatization process.
There are still some unclear owner-
ship  rights in land and housing ar-
eas.

Many of Bulgaria’s loss-making
companies have been liquidated.
The liquidation program allowed ac-
celerated bankruptcy procedures. The post-privatization process of restruc-
turing and renovating a company takes 18 months on average. New own-
ers have in general improved the management process significantly, al-
though state law has imposed some restrictions and guidelines upon the
owners regarding the investment process. In the early stages of privatiza-
tion, some preferences were given to Management-Employee Buyouts,
but since 2001 those preferences have been muted or eliminated altoge-
ther. Other methods of privatization, such as open competition, auctions
and direct negotiations with potential buyers, have also been used.

By the end of the year  2000  the restitution of land ownership  rights in
Bulgaria was completed. Restitution frequently led to land fragmentation
and to difficulties for the land market in the short run. The adoption of the
Land Cadastre and the Register Act in the year 2000 set out to facilitate
land transactions and real estate deals as well as land mortgages. It is still
very difficult and expensive to consolidate land in Bulgaria, but the process
has improved significantly. Currently, less than 1% of foreign direct in-
vestments are devoted to agriculture and land purchasing. The share of the
agricultural sector in gross value added reached 14.5% in 2000.

Bulgaria expects some help in the agricultural sector from the Europe-
an Union’s SAPARD program. Individual farmers or companies are able
to receive loans from the program for investment in agricultural production

Figure 3. Privatization
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and infrastructure. As a pre-condition for the loan, the applicants are first
required to invest from their own resources and only then they are eligible
to apply for the loan.

While the fragmentation in the agriculture is still a problem, in the rest
of the economy more than 2/3 of minority shares in the recently privatized
companies have been sold. This allows the majority shareowners to manage
the companies more effectively and decisively.

The privatization of the energy sector is more complicated. Since the
National Energy Company (NEC) split up, most units are out of the lists
for privatization. Some of them will be privatized, however.

The privatization and restructuring of the
banking system was very successful. By the
end of the year 2000, 80% of commercial
banks’ assets are in private hands and 73% of
all assets are foreign-owned. The profitabili-
ty of banking is high, and in 2000 only 4 out
of 35 banks registered loses. In 2001 only
three banks remain state-owned and at least
one of them is scheduled for privatization.
The concentration in the banking sector went
down from 82% in 1991 to 55% in 2000.

The privatization and restructuring brought more competitiveness in the
financial sector, although financial intermediation is still not sufficiently
developed. Long-term credit is still difficult to obtain, especially in some
sectors like agriculture. Services related to mortgage, housing, and con-
sumer credit need further improvement. Credit for the private sector, for
example, was only 14.7% of GDP in 2000.

INVESTMENTS

The period after 1997 has been characterized by increased investment de-
mand and an increased investment growth rate. More than 60% of the
investment in state-owned companies is used for renovation, new machin-
ery,  equipment,  and especially the improvement of work safety and the
environment. In the private sector, the same share of investment is used
for the expansion of the production, new technology, and to increase the
competitiveness of the company. Environmentally friendly technologies,
alternative energies,  and energy saving equipment are new concepts for  the
Bulgarian market, but they have gained popularity with some help from
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More than half of the
foreign direct
investments are
concentrated in
industry. The trade,
finance and tourism
sectors follow.

EU. Since many different financial sources have become available, these
types of activities have great future in Bulgaria.

Gross investment reached 19%
of GDP in 1999 and slightly de-
creased in the following two years.
At the same time gross national sav-
ings reached 14% of GDP in 1999
and fell to 10% the following year.
Gross capital formation kept grow-
ing at an increasing rate and reached
25% growth in 1999 and 10-12%
in each of the following years.

Private investments are general-
ly low but increasing. More stimu-
li are needed to invigorate the pri-
vate investment process. The state
also stepped away from providing
direct aid to troubled sectors. In
1999 2.2% of GDP was earmarked for direct state aid, and in 2000 this
figure fell to 0.37%.  This aid is mostly distributed to the steel and shipping
industries, as well as to subsidies for central heating services.

The savings of the majority of the people fell considerably. This was
mostly due to low level of income. Another factor is the nature of the
financial system, which is underdeveloped in regard to consumer short–
and long-term loans, mortgage financing, etc. Regardless of the limited
options available at the moment, people need to be informed of the various
possibilities for their personal investment strategies, investment portfolios,
retirement accounts, credit cards and bank debit cards, etc.

Foreign direct investments (FDI) grew at an accelerated rate during this
period. Some foreign investments were induced by privatization, while the
lower cost of labor and the increasing profit-
ability in some sectors attracted others. In the
communication and finance sectors, profitabil-
ity reaches 35% or more, while in industry on
average this indicator is around 10% or less.
The largest portion of foreign direct investment
came from the EU, with Austria, Italy, and
Germany as the leading foreign investors.

More than half of the foreign direct invest-
ments are concentrated in industry. The trade,

Figure 4. Foreign Direct Investments
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finance and tourism sectors follow. In 1999 more than 50% of foreign
direct investments come from outside European Union, but in 2000 this
share fell to 22%. These statistics are consistent with Bulgaria’s choice to
follow a path leading to EU accession.

In conclusion, Bulgaria has a few important tasks ahead. In the near
future the macroeconomic stability and controlled inflation achieved after
1997 must be maintained. Bulgaria must also try to tackle its remaining
economic problems by creating new jobs and reducing the social costs of
development. This search for equilibrium between sustainable economic
growth and its social costs is the major challenge facing the Bulgarian
economy. This will most probably require keeping the Currency Board in
place at least until the process of Bulgaria’s accession to EU is completed.
Although the currency board keeps incomes from growing as much as peo-
ple might like, it is essential to resolving the other problems of the lowest
income groups, retirees, and other impoverished groups. Of course, all
expenditures should be considered under the requirements for low or no
budget deficit and decreasing external debt.

The Bulgarian financial system must improve considerably to allow for
more accessible consumer credits, mortgages, etc. Appropriate invest-
ment policies, especially for the pension funds and other social security
funds are in order. In the near future, having in mind the demographic
structure of Bulgaria, it is safe to say that the social security pay-as-you-go
system must be more aggressive and inclusive in order to succeed.

The prospect of Bulgaria’s accession to EU is very elating and stimulat-
ing. At the same time, though, the Bulgarian economy has to prepare to
withstand market forces and the competitive pressure it will face from more
economically developed countries. Within the next few years, Bulgaria
will be completely ready to face this challenge.
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Membership of
Bulgaria in the
European Union is a
strategic goal,
reflecting the national
interest of the country.

ON THE ROAD TO EU
MEMBERSHIP

Along with the membership  in NATO,  a  great challenge to Bulgaria
and the Bulgarians in the coming 4-5 years is the successful completion

of negotiations and the accession to the European Union. The intensive
political and economic partnership  with EU is a  clear  feature of the suc-
cessful transformation of the society, because only a country which ob-
serves the principles of freedom,  democracy,  respect for  human rights and
fundamental freedoms and supremacy of the law may become a member of
the European Union.

EU MEMBERSHIP – A STRATEGIC FOREIGN POLICY

PRIORITY FOR BULGARIA

The integration into the EU is a main priority, enjoying a consensus in
the society since.  EU membership  will undoubtedly be of immense poten-
tial importance for Bulgaria primarily through giving it access to the world’s
largest free-market area and integrating it into the secure legal and regula-
tory framework of the Union.

Bulgaria’s application for  membership  in the Union,  in practice en-
dorsed by the unanimous decision of the National Assembly was filed on
December 14, 1995. The Government Memorandum, accompanying the
Application stated the following: “Membership  of Bulgaria  in the Europe-
an Union is a strategic goal, reflecting the
national interest of the country. It will lead to
consolidation of the results of the democratic
reforms, completed in the early 1990s to the
political recognition of their success and will
be an important factor for the economic de-
velopment of the country. The stabilizing of
democracy and the establishment of market
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economy in Bulgaria is both in the interest of the countries in our region
and the whole of Europe and will increase the security and stability on the
continent.  The aspiration for  full membership  in the EU reflects the de-
sire and readiness of Bulgaria  to participate in the implementation of the
idea for united Europe, Europe of peace, prosperity and social justice.”

On January 29, 1997 during his visit to the European Parliament the
President Petar Stoyanov stated: “At this high forum, I would like to
confirm our determination to follow the road to integration into the Euro-
pean Union and achieving of the common European values. This is a top
priority of the Bulgarian policy, which enjoys a broad consensus among
the political forces…”.

BACKGROUND

Diplomatic relations between the European Communities and Bulgaria
were established in 1988. In May 1990 a Trade and Co-operation Agree-
ment was signed and this was the first more essential step towards econom-
ic integration. The Europe Agreement was singed on March 8, 1993 and
came into effect on February 1, 1995. An Interim Agreement, covering
the trade aspects of the Europe Agreement came into effect on December
31, 1993 and superseded the Agreement of 1990.

At present, the Europe Agreement is the legal basis of the relations be-
tween Bulgaria and the Union. Its goal is to establish a framework for
political dialogue, to promote the development of the trade relations be-
tween the countries, to establish a legal basis for technical and economic
assistance of the Communities and a suitable framework for support of the
gradual integration of Bulgaria into the Union. The institutional frame-
work of the Europe Agreement contains the necessary mechanism for imple-
mentation, management, and monitoring of all areas of the relations.
Sub-committees in various areas consider the issues at expert level, con-
tributing to intensification of the co-operation and building-up the so needed
administrative capacity. The Association Committee, which sits at the
level of top Government officials, provides opportunity for in-depth dis-
cussion of the issues and has frequently found solutions of the problems,
arising in relation to implementation of the Europe Agreement. The Asso-
ciation Council considers the overall status and prospects of the relations
and provides opportunity for reviewing the Bulgarian progress of the prep-
aration for the accession.

The accession process was officially launched on March 30, 1998, in
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The accession process
was officially
launched on March
30, 1998, in
Luxembourg, at the
meeting of the Foreign
Ministers of the fifteen
member-countries of
EU, the ten
candidate-countries
from Central and
Eastern Europe and
Cyprus. Negotiations
started with Hungary,
the Czech Republic,
Slovenia, Poland,
Estonia, and Cyprus.

Luxembourg, at the meeting of the Foreign
Ministers of the fifteen member-countries of
EU, the ten candidate-countries from Central
and Eastern Europe and Cyprus. Negotiations
started with Hungary, the Czech Republic,
Slovenia, Poland, Estonia, and Cyprus.

The European Council in Helsinki in De-
cember, 10–11 1999 made a decision for start-
ing the accession negotiations with Bulgaria,
Lithuania, Latvia, Slovakia, Malta, and Ro-
mania. The invitation to Bulgaria for starting
the negotiations is a high evaluation of the
enormous progress made by this country in the
period since 1997, and also a recognition of
the European identity of the Bulgarians and
the affiliation of Bulgaria to the system of val-
ues of the European and Atlantic world. The
negotiations were officially opened at a bilat-
eral intergovernmental conference on Febru-
ary 15, 2000 at the level of Ministers of For-
eign Affairs.

DECISION-MAKING LEVELS

In relation to the beginning of the negotiations, the Council of Ministers
has adopted a special decree, by which the coordination mechanism of the
preparation of Bulgaria for accession to the EU was supplemented and
adapted to the new realities of our relations with the EU. The changes
made have raised the management of the process of preparation and con-
ducting the negotiations to a higher political level, at the same ensuring
consistency, continuity and transparency among the structures involved in
the process of the accession to the EU. The mechanism, provided for in
the Decree in relation to coordination of the activities for preparation of
the accession to the EU and for conducting of negotiations involves the
following decision-making levels.

The Council of Ministers develops and implements the national policy of
the Republic of Bulgaria in relation to the EU. On monthly basis it con-
ducts meetings on the issues of the European integration, discusses and
makes decisions on all issues, related to the negotiation process.
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Council for European Integration – chaired by the Prime Minister, with
members – the ministers of the main ministries,  participating in the pro-
cess of preparation for the accession. Its basic functions are to discus the
proposed standing and the terms of reference for conducting the negotia-
tions with the EU, to monitor and control the negotiations process, to
assign development of evaluations of the effects of the adoption of Acquis
Communautaire on individual sectors and to propose the members of the
main negotiating team.

 Coordination Council (CC) – chaired by the Deputy Minister of Foreign
Affairs,  with membership  including the working group  leaders.  The main
negotiator, members of the main negotiating team, the representatives of
economic and social partners and of NGOs participate in the Council’s ses-
sions. The Coordination Council provides general guidelines for the activi-
ties of the working groups, ensures monitoring and control over the prepara-
tion of the negotiation process, prepares analyses and statements of opinion
concerning the results achieved in the dialogue between the Republic of Bul-
garia and the EU, formulates proposals for specific actions, aiming at achiev-
ing a positive political result, discusses issues concerning the European inte-
gration of intersectoral nature, coordinates and harmonizes interdepartmen-
tal activities aiming at effectiveness of the dialogue with the EU.

Working groups are set up under the CC, forming the extended team of
negotiators. They perform the whole preparation of the negotiation process
at sectoral level.

The Minister of Foreign Affairs manages and coordinates the integration
strategy and pursues the dialogue with the EU institutions. He also heads
the negotiation delegation and submits the final national standing to the
Council of Ministers of the EU.

A Special Representative of the Government and Basic negotiating team for
conducting the negotiations are appointed for the purpose of optimization
of negotiations. Representatives are appointed by decision of the Council
of Ministers and conduct the negotiations at deputy level.

ACHIEVEMENTS IN THE NEGOTIATION PROCESS

The enlargement process, described as the highest political priority for the
European Union is coming further and further into its crucial phase. On
the basis of the principle of differentiation,  the EU took an unequivocal
commitment to evaluate on individual basis the progress of negotiations
with each candidate country.
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To date, in
fulfillment of its
negotiation strategy,
Bulgaria has opened
negotiations on all 30
chapters within the
framework of the
Intergovernmental
Conference. Seventeen
of them have been
closed in advance.

From the start of the negotiation process, Bulgaria has scored signifi-
cant successes and continued vigorously to implement the required reforms
in the process of adoption and implementation of the Acquis Communau-
taire in all areas. Throughout this dynamic period, unquestionable success
has been achieved thanks to the firm belief that implementation of all com-
mitments along the road to full membership  in EU will receive the neces-
sary recognition. Since the beginning of the negotiations, Bulgaria has
proven its ability to conduct negotiations at accelerated rate, using to the
maximum extent the chance given by the principle of catching up,  deter-
mined by the European Council in Helsinki. This country has proven that
it may be a worthy partner in the intensive dialogue of the negotiations and
that it is capable to fulfil the commitments made. The speed, with which
Bulgaria has adapted to the dynamic pace of the negotiations and the
quality of the negotiations standings, presented by it, justified the confi-
dence of the EU counterparts.

To date, in fulfillment of its negotiation
strategy, Bulgaria has opened negotiations on
all 30 chapters within the framework of the
Intergovernmental Conference. Seventeen of
them have been closed in advance. We have
presented negotiation standings on all chapters
of the proposed Accession Agreement. The sta-
tus of the negotiations as of April 24, 2002 is
shown in the table below.

Behind this formal and dry statistics tran-
spire the everyday efforts and persistent work
for clarifying the open questions with the EU
counterparts, processing and analysis of im-
mense amount of data on each one of the negotiation chapters, imple-
mentation of consultations on the subjects, both with the EC and the
member-countries, and with the most advanced of the candidate-coun-
tries, utilization of all possible contacts with the EU counterparts, aiming
at achieving a maximum protection of the Bulgarian interests and at the
same time a rapid and significant progress of the negotiations.

Today, Bulgaria is coming to a turning point in the negotiation pro-
cess, entering into the essential subject of the negotiations, related to the
common policies of the EU in the area of the Internal Market, the Com-
mon Agricultural Policy, the Social and Regional Policies. Any delay of
the pace of the negotiations on the Bulgarian side, and also on the EU side
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The consistent policy
of progressive

integration of Bulgaria
into the EU will

guarantee the stability
of the economy,

security of the future
of the Bulgarians,

affiliation to the
community of the

democratic peoples.

would lead to delay of the prospects for  membership.  There is a  firm
belief, that the strict fulfillment of the rules, equally applicable to each
candidate country is a guarantee for the successful accession.

IRREVERSIBILITY OF THE PROCESS OF THE EUROPEAN
INTEGRATION

The most serious test in the coming years will be to preserve the political
stability, guaranteeing a stable economic growth and inflow of foreign
investments badly needed for the increasing of the competitiveness of
the Bulgarian economy in the conditions of the future membership.  It is
not less significant to preserve the steady pace of adoption and enforce-
ment of the legislation, which will guarantee not only the fulfillment of
the commitments undertaken in the process of negotiations, but also
the implementation of the rules of the European Common Market in the
economy.

Unquestionably, the progress in relation to the European line for meet-
ing the criteria  for  membership  has reached the point of irreversibility.

Therefore, any change in the relations of Bul-
garia with the institutions and member-coun-
tries of the European Union would be the
most accurate indicator for the policies with
regard to the main strategic partner. The con-
sistent policy of progressive integration of Bul-
garia into the EU will guarantee the stability
of the economy, security of the future of the
Bulgarians, affiliation to the community of
the democratic peoples.

The decisions of the European Council
from the meeting in Laaken proved once again
the essential importance for the full mem-
bershi p  of continuation of reforms and

staunch support for  the market principles in Bulgaria.  Not to a  lesser
degree,  this applies also to adoption and enforcement of the principles of
the common European policy in relation to security and defense, policy of
crisis management, and also fight against international terrorism.

The important role of Bulgaria for the political and economic stability,
ethnic tolerance, and good neighborly relations is mutually recognized.
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Bulgaria has defended
its place in the future
United Europe,
incorporating its
national and public
interest in the whole
system of relations
established by Europe.

The contribution of Bulgaria to strengthening of the process of stability in
the region is a  function of the prospects for  the future membership  of the
country in the European Union. Furthermore, the economic and political
stability of this country are essential factor in the process of the overall
stabilization of the region and together with
the European prospects, create additional pre-
requisites for the active role of Bulgaria in the
regional co-operation. Bulgaria has defended
its place in the future United Europe, incor-
porating its national and public interest in the
whole system of relations established by Eu-
rope.

In the dynamic environment of modern in-
ternational relations, ensuring the political,
economic, cultural and security affiliation to
the European and Atlantic world is of paramount importance for Bulgaria.
These aspirations are part of the common European aspirations for peace,
security, and prosperity, in the same way as the Bulgarian achievements
are part of the achievements of all European countries and their citizens in
establishing a political stability and sustainable economic development on
the continent.

In its capacity of a  candidate for  full membership,  Bulgaria  assigns the
due consideration to the debate on the future of the EU. A broad public
discussion at a national level has already been launched as early as in the
beginning stage of the debate. During the meeting of the foreign ministers
of the EU and the candidate-countries, held in early May 2001, Bulgaria
stated that the discussion on the future of Europe should cover not only the
institutional issues of the EU, but also other subjects of public interest,
such as employment, fight against cross-border crime, illegal migration
and trafficking of people, consumer protection and strengthening of the
EU role in the area of foreign policy and security, in particular establish-
ing of a mechanism for prevention and management of crises.

Only the implementation of an ambitious program for continuation of
the reforms and accelerated conducting of negotiations is a guarantee for
the successful EU accession.
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Bulgaria
Progress towards Accession (up to April 24, 2002)
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After several mistakes in the early 1990s, Bulgaria has become a set
tled and predictable democracy, in which the fundamental elements

of a market economy are in place, a currency board provides financial and
macroeconomic stability, privatization is essentially completed, and state
industry has been resolutely closed. The country’s overriding national pri-
ority, supported across the board of public and political opinion, is to
become fully integrated into the EU and NATO. This national priority
informs legislative and government policies, as well as the content and
tenor of public and political debate.

Bulgaria’s democratic reliability is founded on several defining elements.
First Bulgaria is unique in the Balkans for its lack of nationalist and xeno-
phobic temptations. The democratic movement started in the mid-1980s as
a reaction against the repression of the Muslim Turkish minority. Conse-
quently, the new democratic political culture was from its very start struc-
tured around political – as opposed to ethnic, religious or cultural – rights
and obligations.

Secondly, Bulgaria has reached national consensus on democracy and
its institutions. The institutions of democracy have weathered weak govern-
ments, an upsurge of organized crime in the mid-1990s, and two massive
waves of civic disobedience and protest (1990 and 1997). Every major
issue arising in the national agenda is always brought to the institutions of
representative democracy and resolved there by procedure.

Third, Bulgarian citizens and government share an overriding desire for
their country to become a fully integrated member of the EU and NATO.
This desire has gone unchallenged since the early weeks of the post-com-
munist transition, which started explosively at the end of 1989. When put
to the test – when national sacrifices were required in the field during the
crisis in neighboring Kosovo and, later, the international battle against
terrorism of 2001-2002 – the pro-“Western” choice has held both in gov-
ernment and in public opinion.

Finally, Bulgaria is home to the most vibrant civil society in the region

CONCLUSION
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of Southeast Europe, as well as to a wealth of information sources (print
and electronic media) that remains unrivalled on the territory of the former
Warsaw Pact. This factor ensures against oligarchy, unaccountable gov-
ernment and routine injustice – phenomena that are widespread in the
larger geographic area of the Balkans and beyond.

There is no reason to believe that the ongoing political excitements and
battles can place in doubt these fundamentals of Bulgaria’s political predict-
ability and democratic reliability.
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PESHEV’S LIST:
THE FATE OF THE BULGARIAN JEWS DURING WORLD WAR II
The fate of the Bulgarian Jews during World War II is a remarkable exception
to the tragedy which befell the Jewish communities elsewhere in Europe. It
should be made publicized to the world for two simple reasons.

First, the Bulgarian case demonstrates possible mechanisms to counter
massive evil in modern conditions. If we follow one of the principal philosophic
ideas that “the past has not completely passed, it is present right now here,
determining the scope of the abilities for action here and now,” the updated
reading of the Bulgarian case may offer new solutions to a number of contem-
porary conflicts.

Second, being a story of a sequence of events and therefore an empirical
historical study, in accordance with the Hegel philosophy, the Bulgarian case
belongs to “history in general,” to history as a whole.1  From this perspective it
is a blend of experience and interpretation, inseparable from the narrative of
modernity, for which no one has a copyright.

The Bulgarian case poses many difficult questions. Where in world history
is this story found, and, if not found in world history, why not? Also, where
there attempts made for “privatization” of the memory and to whose benefit?

This text cannot answer all of these questions but attempts to reconstruct
what happened in a historical context.

“The Story of Bulgaria’s treatment of the Jewish community within its bound-
aries during World War II is not just another history of horror and degradation
or, for that matter, glory and humanity. It is a story which reveals the intercon-
nections among big nations and small in the modern world. It reveals the way
in which the forces of society and the power of ideology shape the destiny of
individual men and separate peoples no matter how disparate or distant from

APPENDIX 3

1 …where “in view of interrelation and cognizability of the historic events, they overlap
objectively and subjectively.” Todorov Hr. “History, historicity, historism” in Znepolski. I.
(Compiler), History, Story, Memory. House of Sciences of Man and Society, C.2001, page 83
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the originators of those forces and ideology they may seem to be. The story of
the implementation of Nazi “Jewish policy” in Bulgaria gives us an opportunity
to see this interconnection between ideology and action, between great pow-
ers and small, as well as the interplay of social confrontations.”

This is the beginning of the Frederick B. Chary’s book “The Bulgarian Jews
and the Final Solution 1940 - 19442, which was not published until 1972 by the
University of Pittsburgh Press.

Now, 30 years later, the book which is a study of the complex relations
between Bulgaria and the Reich with regard to “the final solution of the Jewish
issue” has not been translated into Bulgarian yet. The Bulgarian story of this
episode in World War II history is known only to people who have a profes-
sional interest in the subject. Perhaps one reason is because it is difficult to
reduce this story to cliches used by the world press when discussing the Ho-
locaust. Another reason may be because Bulgaria has used and continues to
use it mostly at the level of propaganda - both for its foreign policy image and
for internal policy rivalry. After all it is the heirs of the Jewish saviors who are
running for a place of honor in the avenue of fame.

THE HISTORY

Preparation of the Act on the Protection of the Nation (NPA), which initi-
ated anti-Jewish legislation in this country, began without any pressure from
Berlin. The then – Prime Minister Bogdan Filov signed the Tripartite Pact in
the Palace of Belvedere on March 1, 1941. The NPA was voted and enacted
on December 24, 1940 and published in the State Gazette on January 23,
1941. This was a year and a half before Bulgaria became an official ally of
Nazi Germany.

Section II of the NPA, titled “On the persons of Jewish origin,” defined who
should be considered Jewish. It decreed that the persons of Jewish origin:

• shall not be treated as Bulgarian subjects;
• shall not be have the right to elect and be elected;
• shall not be take Government, municipal or other public offices, and

also positions in organizations under the private law;
• shall not be get married or to have extramarital cohabitation with per-

sons of Bulgarian origin;
• shall not be own, possess, or hold under lease agricultural land;
• shall not be owners, shareholders and investors in any form whatsoev-

er in educational establishments or enterprises of cultural and educa-
tional lines;

• shall not be Certified Public Accountants, Customs Agents, and Com-
missioners;

2 Chary, Frederick B., The Bulgarian Jews and the Final Solution 1940-1944, University
of Pittsburgh Press, 1972
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• cannot be trade in securities and precious metals;
• cannot be pharmacy owners and managers.

The law determined a quota both for enrollment of Jewish children at educa-
tional establishments and for the number of Jews exercising freelance profes-
sions. “In accordance with statistics, in the whole Bulgaria not more than 21
physicians, 2 veterinarian doctors, 7 dentists, 9 midwives, 2 lawyers, 2 archi-
tects, 3 chemical engineers, 7 mechanical engineers and 14 musicians were
allowed to practice. And in the trade sector, where their presence was consider-
able, the Jews were allowed to run only 505 various shops.”3 The same law
ruled that within one month from its enactment, all Jews had to register and to
declare in detail their property before the Bulgarian National Bank, including
literally and figuratively, socks, bed sheets and plates. The law required the
Jews to deposit their cash in blocked bank accounts and the account adminis-
tration was under the control of the BNB.4 The Jews were ordered to wear a
yellow star on their clothing and to put the wording “Jewish Residence” on the
doors of their homes. They were forbidden to own automobiles, to use tele-
phones and to hire Bulgarians as servants. Their wireless sets were confis-
cated and a curfew was introduced for them. They were forbidden to go out of
their homes from 9 p.m. to 6 a.m.

The above list may possibly answer the question “Has Fascism existed in
Bulgaria or not?” This answer may be supplemented by the following excerpt
of the book The Man Who Stopped Hitler 5 by Gabriele Nissm, which ap-
peared for the first time in Italy.

“The history of racist laws in Bulgaria are very much reminiscent of those
in Italy. In the two countries anti-Semitism was imposed from the top and was
not  prompted by personal convictions, but to please the German dictator in
implementing his objectives.

For a certain time, Benito Mussolini succeeded in attracting quite a few
Italian Jews, who enthusiastically joined the Fascist party. According to his-
tory researcher Renzo de Felice, until 1937 the idea for State anti-Semitism
was not included in il Duce’s projects and Italian Jews enjoyed the same “free-
doms” as the rest of the Italians. The persecuted foreign Jews saw in Mussolini,
if not a protector, at least a politician who, unlike other heads of state has
helped them several times, opening up for them the gates of Italy.”6

In Bulgaria as well as in Italy there was no pressure whatsoever exerted by

3 Tamir, Vicki, Bulgaria and her Jews., New York, Sepher-Hermon Press Inc. for Yeshiva
University Press, 1979, p. 173

4 The Act on the Protection of the State (APS) was published in the State Gazette,
issue 16, 23 January 1941 together with Decree No. 3 of 21 January 1941 by which King
Boris approv p. 148.

5 Nissm Gabriele, L’Uomo che fermo Hitler, Mondadori, 1998
6 Nissm Gabriele, The Man Who Stopped Hitler, translated into Bulgarian by Emilia

Pavlova-Daskalova, The National Assembly of the Republic of Bulgaria, 1999, p. 148.
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Hitler to force adoption of racist laws. Both countries demonstrated zealous-
ness to assure Berlin of their faithfulness. In return they expected specific
compensations. In the Bulgarian case, the promised “sacrificing” of the Jews
would be part of Sofia’s gratitude for a treaty concluded between Romania
and Bulgaria under the Reich’s pressure. The treaty would return the territory
of Dobrudzha to Bulgaria. (Bulgaria’s aspirations for the territories cut from it
after the catastrophic conclusion of the Balkan and the First World wars were
the forthright nationalistic motive for forming an alliance with Hitler. It was
through this alliance that Sofia expected “to remedy an injustice.”) The treaty
for the restoration of Dobrudzha to Bulgaria was signed on  September 7,
1940. Three weeks later the Minister of Interior, Peter Gabrovsky, announced
his intentions to submit to Parliament the Act on the Protection of the Nation.

THE RESPONSE

The reaction of the Bulgarian political and intellectual elite to the bill sub-
mitted was symptomatic of the country’s greater social ills. Of course the spirit
of the bill found its natural supporter among the extreme right, like the Union
of Bulgarian Ex-Service Officers, the Union of the Ex-Service Non-Commis-
sioned Officers, the Union of Disabled Soldiers, the Unions of Dispensing
Chemists, of traders (who saw in it an opportunity for personal benefits), the
National Students’ Union, the ‘Father Paisiy’ Movement of Christian Youth
and pro-fascist organizations. The negative response was much broader and
included protesting Bulgarian writers, workers in the tobacco and textile in-
dustries, teachers, shoemakers, tailors, peddlers, the Bulgarian Bar Associa-
tion, the Bulgarian Medical Union and the Union of Artists’ Associations in
Bulgaria and private citizens.7

The protest of the Bulgarian Orthodox Church merits particular attention
as unprecedented for its time. The Church’s reaction against the persecution
of Bulgarian Jews had important consequences for Bulgarian society. The
Plovdiv Bishop Cyril who said he would lie on the railway to stop the trains
taking Bulgarian Jews to the West is frequently quoted as proof of the Church’s
strong stand. In the most critical days of preparations for the deportation, the
Sofia Bishop Stefan invited the Senior Rabbi to live in his house. These were
all gestures that many expected from Pope Pius XII or from other Catholic
prelates in Central and Western Europe. There was no other European coun-
try facing such difficult options where the Christian religious leaders declared
themselves so unequivocally in support of the victimized Jewish population in
the way it happened in Bulgaria during World War II. Whenever this obscure
fact has been mentioned after the war, the information has been accepted
with exceptional interest with amazement and awe. The behavior of the Bul-

7 Refer to Koen David (compiler) - the Survival: 1940-1944, publication of Shalom
Publishing Center, C., 1995, pages 101-130.
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garian Bishops was in such evident contrast to the behavior of the European
higher clergy that the story of their support is often taken as an anecdote.

In March 2002, the Organization for Commemoration and Research of the
Holocaust ‘Yad Vashem’ in Jerusalem proclaimed the two Bulgarian Bishops
Stefan and Cyril as righteous for their exceptional contribution in the fight for
the deliverance of the Bulgarian Jews in World War II. By this gesture, Yad
Vashem paid tribute to the role played by the Bulgarian Orthodox Church in all
the stages of this episode.

There is another logical reason for the Bulgarian support of Jews. The
majority of Bulgarian Jews are descendants of the Sepharades, expatriated
from the Iberian peninsula after the Decree of the Catholic Kings of 1492. In
the Ottoman Empire, which was a conglomerate of ethnic groups and an ar-
ray of cultural and religious diversities, the Jews were not met with open hos-
tility and organized aggression. In contrast to many other places in the world,
there were no ghettos here nor any ‘tight areas’ created, as was the situation
in other parts of Europe where the national states were being formed at that
time, and the ethnic belonging became one of the pivotal axes of grouping
and division. The Empire, by rule, created an atmosphere of greater open-
mindedness and tolerance to “otherness.” As part of the “others,” both Bulgar-
ians and Jews were subjects of the Sultan and shared the common fate of
having fewer rights to a certain extent. Hence, the expressions of anti-Semitism
so explicit in Central and Western Europe were not a feature of everyday life
on the two sides of the Balkan range.

There are two more similarities between Jews and Bulgarians. The ab-
sence of powerful religious centers to create opposition between the commu-
nities and the lack of any elite to breed antagonism of ideas coupled with their
common unenviable economic status contributed to harmony between the
groups. Both groups were preoccupied with their physical survival rather than
with their spiritual one.

Naturally, after the liberation from Ottoman rule, a Bulgarian nationalistic
rhetoric appeared. It was needed by the ruling class to successfully build a
national state after five centuries of the Ottoman rule. It played a role in not
allowing the ‘other’ ones to the high levels of the social pyramid. It hardly
mattered that according to the Turnovo Constitution, Jewish citizens had the
same rights as the remainder of the Bulgarian population. This duality of the
social and political climate in this country would remain an endurable feature
of the social mores in Bulgaria from the Liberation in 1878 to these days. But
it did not reflect the everyday behavior of people during World War II, which is
a significant element of the further explanation of the “Bulgarian exception.”

It is true the Bulgarian government maneuvered, fawned, and overreacted
in its endeavors to be liked by the Reich. But on the other hand, it was forced
to take into consideration the social sensitivity and social pathos, which turned
into a rejection of the German plan for “the profanation of evil.”
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THE HYPOCRISY

The ordinary hypocrisy of such behavior accounts for clear-cut realities. It
can be decoded both through the geopolitical situation at the time, and also
through certain moral configurations, which acted as a powerful social mecha-
nism in that period of Bulgarian history.

Fifteen people took part in the conference held on January 20, 1942, in
Berlin, known as the Wansee Conference (after the name of the street where
the “final solution to the Jewish problem” was devised). Among them was Dr.
Martin Luther of the German Foreign Ministry. In June 1942, Dr. Luther re-
quested that the Bulgarian government give Germany the right to treat several
hundred Bulgarian Jews living at that time in the Reich and in Bohemian and
Moravian protectorates in the way it would treat local German Jews. Sofia
readily agreed and promised to assist by providing a detailed list of Bulgarian
Jews staying in the areas under German control.

“Thus, in the spring and summer of 1942, of all Germany’s allies and satel-
lites, the Bulgarians seemed the most ready to cooperate in Jewish matters.
Italy, Romania, Hungary, even Vichy France raised more objections. The for-
eign office held up Bulgaria as a model for Germany’s puppet states of Slovakia
and Croatia.”8

Another motion speaks of the Bulgarian political zeal on the Jewish issue
in the years of World War II. According to the Nazi laws in Germany, Jews
were foreign citizens and persons with only one grandparent who was Jewish
were considered as Mischlinge. Mischlinge persons were exempt from the
persecution laws. The Bulgarian government however, amended the defini-
tion of a Jew in the Act on the Protection of the Nation. By a decree in August
26, 1942, providing for the establishment of a Commissariat on Jewish Mat-
ters, the Bulgarian government set as a criterion not the religion, but the origin
by consanguinity. The Bulgarian definition meant that if even if one of the
grandparents may not have been born a Jew, the subsequent generations
ensuing from such a marriage should be considered as Jews.

“The decree went one step beyond the German laws by excluding a
Mischlinge category . (...) After the promulgation of the decree the KEV would
handle practically all Jewish matters.”9

By the establishing the Commissariat on Jewish Matters, all power in rela-
tion to the Jewish issue was transferred from the Parliament to the govern-
ment thus achieving the real goal of the Ministry of Interior which was to act
beyond the control of the general public.

BEYOND THE CONTROL OF THE GENERAL PUBLIC

In 1943 the following was planned. All Jews from Sofia were to be relo-
cated in the country as a temporary measure, or, deported outside of the state

8 Chary Frederick, Ibid, p. 51.
9 Chary Frederick, Ibid,  page 54
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as a final one.  While necessary organization was created, labor service was
to be established for all Jewish men from 20 to 45 years of age for road and
railroad works.

A plan of phased-in activities had to be developed item by item, prepared
in detail, and performed with utmost precision, in compliance with the Wansee
Conference decisions “on the final solution to the Jewish issue.” This plan
covered the approximately 48,000 Jews from the old territories of the country,
and the approximately 12,000 Jews from the Aegean Sea coast of Thrace
and Macedonia, that were parts of Greece and the Kingdom of Yugoslavia.
The agreement was signed on February 22, 1943 by the head of the Commis-
sariat on Jewish Matters, Alexander Belev, and the special emissary of Adolf
Eichmann, hauptsturmfuehrer of the SS, Theodor Daneker.10 According to
the agreement the first Jewish group to be immediately shipped had to be
20,000 people, including 12,000 from the new “liberated territories,” and 8,000
“undesired” elements from the old territories of the country.

On March 2, 1943, a week after the conclusion of this agreement, the
government adopted the action plan proposed by Belev. The project envis-
aged three phases: gathering the Jews from Thrace and Macedonia; transfer-
ring them to the old territories of Bulgaria to distribution centers in Dupnitsa,
Gorna Djumaia and Radomir; then deporting them to Poland together with the
8,000 “undesired Jews” from the old territories. The operations were to start
on March 4 in Thrace and to continue through March 9 in the Bulgarian territo-
ries proper, and to be concluded on March 11 in Macedonia.11 It was clear to
everyone involved in the preparations that the key to the successful comple-
tion of the operation was extraordinary confidentiality of the plan!

“The deportation should be kept in strict confidence...” Belev wrote in his
report to Gabrovsky. When the Jews are arrested in the towns, they should
not be informed that they are to be deported abroad, it will be explained that
they are to be relocated to other parts of the country, and that until such places
are found, they are to stay in camps.12

THE BULGARIAN MIRACLE

The Bulgarian miracle started with disclosing a secret.
Instructed by the Commissariat on Jewish Matters, the Bulgarian authori-

ties showed amazing cruelty in organizing the deportation of the almost twelve
thousand Jews from the new territories of the country. It is known that “the
attitude of Bulgarian authorities towards the Jews, and above all towards the
Jews of Greek provinces that are provisionally being controlled by the Bulgar-

10 Bar Zoar Michael, Outside the Hitler’s Grasp, transalated by A. Taneva, University
Publishing House “St. Clement of Ohrid, C. 1999, page 69.

11 Nissm Gabriele, Ibid, page 203
12 Belev Al., Report to Gabrovsky, 4.02.1943, in Greenberg, N. Documents, Central

Consistory of the Jews in Bulgaria, C., 1945, pages 8-11.
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ians, has been as inhuman and as ferocious as that of the Nazi authorities
themselves.”13

Alexander Matkovsky’s book History of the Jews in Macedonia 14 presents
witness evidence and documents, some of which describes the manner in
which the Bulgarian police and army treated Jews in the last days of their life.
It mentions also the expenditures incurred by the Bulgarian State for the trans-
portation of the Jews from the “newly liberated territories” to Vienna. The Ger-
man reports provide most precise statistics from the Acceptance Protocols,
which are all without exception formulated as follows:

Received from the Bulgarians…
Died on route…
Received at Treblinka…
The final trip of 11,343 people was in sealed cars, which crossed the terri-

tory of Bulgaria and took the poor souls to the Lom port. From there they were
be placed in barges for the journey upstream on the Danube via Vienna to the
Treblinka concentration camp. Only 12 people escaped the gas chambers.

In the meantime, the preparation for gathering and deportation of the miss-
ing 8,000 from the number agreed for the first shipment continued. The Com-
missariat on Jewish Matters did its best to keep secret the government’s in-
tentions. Keeping of secrets in provincial Bulgaria has never been a success.
Furthermore during this time, such overstaffed governmental institutions as
the Police Department, the Defense Department, the Ministry of Transport
and the city management were engaged in the secrecy.

The Mayor of Kyustendil, a small town not far from Sofia, clearly leaked
information about the plan to gather all inhabitants of Jewish origin on March
8 in the tobacco warehouses and then deport them to Poland. This rumor
spread very quickly. The Jewish leaders were overwhelmed with panic. Ur-
gent action was needed, infallible at that!

This is the beginning of a human story, which is tantamount in its signifi-
cance to all factors which have lead to the saving of nearly 50,000 people. A
story, which shows how “the forces of society and the power of ideology shape
the destiny of individual men”15 and may either preserve and immortalize or
destroy the humanity in him/her.

Dimitar Peshev
Dimitar Peshev was a conservative politician, who used to be a Minister of

Justice for a short time, and during the pro-fascist government of Bogdan
Filov was elected as Deputy Speaker of the Parliament. He spent his child-

13 “Notes on the Present Situation of Greek Jewry” by A.L.Molho (Cairo, October 12,
1943) in Documents on the History of Greek Jews: Records from the Historical Archives of
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Second Edition, Kastaniotis Ed. Athens, 1999, P. 283.

14 Matkovsky, Alexander, A History of the Jews in Macedonia, (Macedonian Review
Editions, Skopje, 1982.)

15 Chary Frederick, Ibid,  page 54.
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hood in Kyustendil, where his family kept a close friendly relationship with the
famous family of Pinchas Barouh. The children grew up together. The fact
that Dimitar Peshev’s sister was enrolled to study at the Jewish school in
order to be together with her friend Oretta Barouh speaks of their unusual
closeness. In those hazy carefree years of childhood none of children thought
that life would tie up their fates in such an unusual way. Pinchas Barouh’s
sons turned for help to their childhood buddy who had worked his way up to
the high post as Deputy Speaker of the Parliament.

Initially, Dimitar Peshev could hardly believe the pharmacist Samuel Barouh’s
claim that a completely secret preparation of deportation of the Jews to the
death camps had started. Neither words, nor his imagination could ever reach
that far. It is true that Dimitar Peshev backed up by the coup d’etat of the King
supported the alliance with Hitler and voted in favor of anti-Jewish laws. But he
did not perceive any relation between the laws and the intentions shrouded in
the vague verbosity of the language of that time. When he found out about the
arrangements made by the Commissariat on Jewish Matters behind the back of
the Members of Parliament, twenty-five hours remained until the time sched-
uled for the deportation. Peshev immediately realized that the best way for res-
cue was to publicize the secret. He counted on the fact that influential people in
Bulgarian society would not remain indifferent when they became aware of what
was prepared for their Jewish fellow-citizen. He decided that he had to act in
accordance with the procedure and the powers granted to him in his capacity as
a Member of Parliament. In the morning of the March 9 Peshev received a
delegation from the Town of Kiustendil petitioning for cancellation of the depor-
tation of the Jews. That triggered a series of actions in which a number of wor-
thy people took part: 44 Members of Parliament signed the petition against the
deportation of the Jews; the Bulgarian Orthodox Church led by the Plovdiv bishop
Stephan protested against it; Bulgarian intellectuals and artistic unions joined
the protest; and people in the entourage of the King tried to seek the king’s
support. Finally, the deportation was postponed.

This postponement proved to be one of the crucial factors in order for “the
Bulgarian exception” to happen. The other involved changes at the Eastern
front which rearranged the priorities of Berlin and pushed “the Jewish issue”
to the background in the Axis-allied Bulgaria.

The final decision on the fate of 50,000 people was postponed for “better
times.”  There is one more detail which significantly contributed to the outcome of
the war as we know it. From the very beginning Sofia had been perceived by the
Reich as a loyal and true ally (the ardor of the Bulgarian Government was already
mentioned). That is why the presence of the German army in this country was
rather incidental, which enabled certain flexibility and some limited freedoms. An
example of this was the organization and illegal transfer of groups of Jewish chil-
dren from Sofia and Plovdiv to Palestine. This risky operation which someone
somewhere must have known about could have been prevented, but instead was
allowed to happen.
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Peshev’s list is much longer than Schindler’s list. The difference, however, is
not only in the number of saved people. By organizing an action on such a large
scale against his own Government and against the officially proclaimed national
interest of the state, Dimitar Peshev risked his position, his political and diplo-
matic career and his life.  He was subsequently thrown out by his fellow party
members, reproached in the Parliament and left in oblivion. Dimitar Peshev has
neither sought, nor received the due thankfulness of the saved Jews.16 Recog-
nition was not the motive driving his activities, which makes his deed glorious,
indeed.  He was moved to this unusual bravery by a deeply moral personality.
His contemporaries and the generations afterward will always be indebted to
him. Dimitar Peshev, however, would not have succeeded without the support
of the Bulgarian intellectuals, of the Bulgarian professional associations, of part
of Bulgarian Members of Parliament, and particularly without the support of the
Bulgarian Orthodox Church. This is what makes the “Bulgarian case” so ex-
traordinary. With all the provisos, that should be made in relation to the objective
concurrence of circumstances, I believe that the fragile bravery of individual
persons managed to block one of the technological lines of the otherwise per-
fectly functioning industry for human humiliation. This story weaves a special
almost illusory parable about the battle between good and evil in human history
no matter how pathetic that may sound.

POSTSCRIPT

On January 10, 2000, researchers from the International Jewish Congress
published documents in the United States regarding the American response to
the German solution. According to the researchers, at the height of World War
II, on November 9, 1942, the International Red Cross officially notified the Ameri-
can government that Adolph Hitler had issued a written order for the termination
of German Jews. The publication of this fact has again brought to the fore the
important issue of the culpability, the silence, and the responsibility of the gov-
ernments and heads of state regarding the greatest tragedy of the bloodiest
century in the history of mankind, the machine for mass destruction of humans,
created by Nazi Germany. The publication of these documents makes clear the
date on which the United States and the International Red Cross learned explic-
itly about the plans of the Fuehrer. This is all the more significant in relation to
the detailed report of the session which took place on January 20, 1942 in the
villa on Wansee Street in Berlin, at which the decision about “the final solution”
of the Jewish issue was made.

Researcher Arthur Spiegelman wrote one document is a note in writing by
the American Consul in Geneva about his conversation with the Vice Presi-
dent of the Red Cross, Dr. Carl Burkhardt. Dr. Burkhardt was informed by two

16 After the communists came into power, Peshev was sentenced by the People’s Court
to 15 years in jail, forced labor, and expropriation of all his property. He was set free two
years later and lived until 1973 in isolation and oblivion.
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German leaders about Hitler’s order, signed in 1941, and requiring Germany
to be freed from Jews (“Juden-frei”) by the end of 1942. At a plenary session
of October 14, 1942, the International Committee of the Red Cross rejected a
suggestion made by Burkhardt for alerting the international community to come
to help the Jews. The International Committee of the Red Cross, unlike Dimitar
Peshev and the Bulgarian Parliament refused to unveil the secret. Another
document to come to light is a letter by the same Consul to the American
Ambassador to Bern, L. Harrison, in which the term “Juden-frei” was clarified,
“as there is no such place where all these Jews could be sent, and as they are
desired to vanish from German territories, there are no doubts regarding their
fate.”

* * *
In his book The Seventh Million, the Israeli historian and journalist Tom Segev

writes, “One of the former delegates to the Zionist Congresses, Mordehai
Shenabi, proposed in 1942 that the National Jewish Fund should build a monu-
ment in commemoration of the victims of the Genocide, “the dead and the he-
roes of Israel.” Shortly afterwards the design of the Memorial was named Yad
Vashem. Shenabi’s proposals were followed by deliberations and exchanges of
correspondence. A Committee was established to consider them. There was
no clearer, more brutal, and more macabre action than this trend of thinking
about the Genocide in the past tense. The Jewish community in Palestine
(yishouv) discussed the best way to commemorate the memory of the victims
many of whom were still alive.17”

Today the list of the Righteous Bulgarians kept in Yad Vashem consists of
15 names.

17 Segev Tom, Les septieme million, Ed. Liana Levy, 1993, page 129.
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